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Production Scheme: The play was produced in the Belmont Meth -
odist Church. I had considered the chancels 
and social hall-auditoriums of two different churches and de-
cided upon the chancel of Belmont Methodist. Both plays had 
been done as well as variety and musical shows. A drama club, 
composed primarily of adults, had been active in the church un-
til seven years previous. Its president was still active in 
directing the Senior High Youth in dramatic activities. He 
was willing to turn over their membership list and help in any 
way possible. The pastor of the church wanted a play for Palm 
Sunday evening as part of the Lenten Series and offered finan-
cial aid. The play was therefore chosen to fit the require-
ments of the degree program and the need of the church. It 
was scheduled for production according to both the church and 
school calendar. Rehearsals were to be vrorked in around the 
regular church activities. 
In addition to the potential personnel with some acting exp-
erience, the large congregation (1500) promised some skilled 
carpenters and electricians. I was also assured that there 
were ladies skilled in sewing to help with costumes. 
I toured the church and discovered some essential equipment: 
several wooden base pipe stands suitable as light trees; a 
chest full of flats and miscellaneous props; various costumes; 
3 4by6 platforms; a flexible lighting system in the chancel 
and a few lighting instruments. I think that the discovery of 
a thousand I<Vatt follovl spot fully equipped and like to none 
at Boston University finally decided me that this was the time 
and the place. 
Hy intention was to work as completely as possible within the 
resources of the church. I envisaged the possibility of bor-
rowing some costumes, a few platforms and lighting instru~ents 
from B.~. but only if they could not be found or made within 
the parish. The attempt was to simulate the conditions that 
I would meet in future play production in the church. At the 
same time I realized that I had to meet certain artistic and 
academic standards requisite to my degree. To achieve both 
goals I would have to compromise in both the final product and 
the means to achieve it. In those cases where a choice betwaen 
~uman and artistic values arose I realized that I might have to 
sacrifice one to the other on occasions. I felt strongly that 
only people in the congregation should produce the play and 
though it produced a few ulcers I carried this intention through. 
I chose the chancel as my stage for the following reasons: 1) 
it has several natural levels of elevation 2) there is an en-
closing arch, high Gothic lending grandeur 3) the existing 
lighting system was quite flexible and controlled from an 
organ loft stage left 4) the architecture and decor of the 
sanctuary linked the pre sent 1-vi th medieval with first century 
times via the Mystery Plays and would minimize the need for 
a realistic set 5) the entrances and exits were better than 
on the o.uditorium st8_ge 6) adequa~e seating 
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lvork \·Ti th the actor: !viy actors w-ere all ameteurs, the majority 
had no stage experience; the minority, with the exception of 
one, no formal training. I approached the play by calling 
readings for audition. I got no response and soon realized 
that I would have to approach individuals with a specific role 
to offer. I oalled~ J them singly with no previous knowledge 
of their abilities or appearance than brief verb~l descriptions. 
I briefly explained the rati~nale for doing the play and the 
main action or playwright's intent and message. Then I asked 
them to reRd a short passage of any role for voice. Having an 
idea of what I was seeking for each role, the voice indicated 
fairly closely the most effective casting and on this basis I 
asked the reader to scan the cho..Q.en role and read i'or me ~-;hen 
he had a good idea of the nature of the character. I took notes 
on the reading and then discussed the characteristics, back-
ground, springs of action, attitudes, personal relationships 
of the role. Then I asked for a repeat reading of the same 
lines. We dug into the role immediately because it was soon 
obvious to me from the difficulty I -.;..;as havins in setting any-
one to accept a role, that I must cast everyone who came for-
ward. fhe fact that of those available I would not have chan-
ged the casting in any liay Hhen the roles I"Tere finally filled 
indicates a wonderful ~ind of guidance at work in the direct-
or. 
Casting complete, we s1~t down to read the pla;y together. I 
asked if anyone had any questions on the play in general. 
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~e then reviewed the action of the play as indicated by a key 
speech. Selecting the lines which indicated individual actions 
we reviewed the raison d 1 etre of each character and I asked 
each to describe an average day in his life as indicated by 
the play. I then asked each to describe his desire in the play 
and his relationship to each person on stage. We then gave the 
play another fast read through. 
• All walking rehearsals were held ~n the chancel. I described 
the finished set to them and gave a lecture on stage areas, 
facings, covering, blocking and directions. We lsid out play-
ing areas and began blocking from the beginning marking the 
actor's scripts as -v-re v-rent. At first I invited COlil!IlGnt and 
suggestion but soon found that it lifaS better to give definite 
direction leaving the door open for question and change if the 
actor felt uncomfortable or did not understand the direction. 
At this point I wanted to merely sketch in the rough movement 
and lat the actors get familiar with the rather confined area 
of the chancel. Experimenting as we went, the entire blocking 
procedure took two full rehearsals of three hours each. I then 
held one full run through -vri th books and blocking. I made a 
few changes based on problems and offstage locations 1rhich had 
come to light in re-reading the script. 
Private interviews were arranged and I spent one Saturday work-
ing with individuals on: actions, intention, relationshi,s. I 
answered questions on pronunciation of Biblical words and the 
meaning of and reason for certain speeches and actions. I avoid-
ed discussing blocking for this is difficult to convey in ver-
bal terms. I asked them to read their key speeches and we dis-
cussed projection and accentuation. We also considered the 
nature of dramatic speech in verse and the changes of beat, tone 
and rhythm. 
In rehearsal I found that for lack of time, I had to give in-
dividual direction and criticism before the entire group. I 
did this in such a way as to make it particular illustrating a 
general need and drawing the rest of the cast into the direct-
ion. If it concerned a particular actor's business or unique 
characteristics, I would speak to them prfuvately. In a few 
cases I discovered that this private coaching was the only way 
to get a positive effect. I had one actress vrho resisted dir-
ection of any kind but incorporated all I had suggested in her 
performance, although I had seen none of it before then in re-
hearsal. I discovered that a director can accomplish more with 
humor without ridicule than with tough talk or temper. I tried 
to get my cast to laugh when they wem tight and found that if 
I got into the action and "hammed it" a bit I often got the de-
sired change. I sought images and experiences in their pasts 
to illustrate role characteristics and call up sense and affect 
memory. In a very few cases I had to give an actor gestures 
and personal business. For the most part I waited for this to 
develop from a full underst:-mding of the character. And I was 
,~usually rewards d with organic, home -grown acting. 
SPEjCH: My work in speech was very rudimentary. Casting and 
line memorization took center stage in the early days and the 
matters of set, lights and coordination, the latter. In the 
private sessions I stressed the need for clear enunciation and 
breath control. I had occasion during rehearsal to ask for 
more volu~e and stronger accentuation but I was unable to find 
to time for voice training or individual coaching. In later 
reijearsals, especially following the dress, I asked everyone to 
speak louder and project especially from the upstage areas and 
when the crowd faced away from the audience. ~his needed more 
work for the filled auditorium made it more of a problem. The 
acoustics of the sanctuary and chancel were also difficult. 
In one case a regional accent had me stumped completely. I 
needed the man but not his accent. In spite of this he play-
ed with good effect. 
HOVEMENT: I worked for movement in three areas: 1) pace, in 
the play as a whole 2) in groups, such as the crowd 3) in 
individuals. 
I realized that the essential conflict in the play, the violent 
action and the verse itself, all required a lively pace. I 
stressed thlS\1/ especially in those scenes which bring ~-vhich 
brin~ the followers of Jesus into direct conflict with the 
Jews or the Romans. ~his was to be accomplished through rapid 
fire, staccato speech, surges and jostling in the crowd and 
sharp,cutting movements by the active individuals. I found 
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that my actors had great difficulty in finding movement express-
ive of the emotive content of the speech or scene. It was just 
not natural to show your feelings in public. We did some phy-
sical exercises to explore the possibilities of movement and I 
blocked some crowd movement in addition to giving some body 
movement and business. It is interesting to note that the one 
person who moved naturally and with expression was a lame, 
Syrian gentleman. It may be that his national orisin gave him 
this advantage. 
I talked with my actors in terms of their movement over the 
stage and their body movement. We used the lan~uage of pant-
omime in distinguishing the direct, sharp thrust. from the 
rounded, smooth press ~nd in these terms worked out the char-
acteristic movement for each of them. I gave them blocking 
·reflecting the same kind of movement and the given relations-
hip at that moment. ~e experimenteJ wit~ c:"t2~S of ;esture 
and :x.ovement. I asked each to consider vrhether his lines, his 
character moved heavily with weight centered at the nips or 
lightly wit~ the center higher. We considered gesture in terms 
of the free-swinging as opposed to the tight and controlled 
movement. Most of this work was done in private conference 
with each eliciting as much iniative from the actor as possible. 
In rehearsal I used certain key words to trigger recall of the 
work we had done individually. 
The cro'i'Id lfas a very real problom in terms of aovem:ant. I 
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found it difficult to coordinate movement 'dith an effective ren-
dering of the lines. The lines 1;-rere sh,iort and packed 1~i th e-
motion requiring violent movement. In read through the lines 
came smoothly with quick cues but in rehearsal 1ve "l'i'"ould have 
either movement or speech but little coordination of both. I 
urged them to develop motivation but finally had to eive them 
general jostling and milling ~ovements to keep the mob spirit 
going. I wanted them to move as a ragged mass thrusting to-
ward and recoiling from the Romans and Christ followers much 
as in fencins. We went through the movements singly and then 
in a group and held several short line rehearsals making notes 
on movement in the script. To keep the cues fast and inten-
sify relationships I had each speak to and make body contact 
with the person to speak next. This proved to be an effective 
techniq_ue. 
I gave my actors homework, asking them to bring in movement 
~nd business vlhich they thought right for the character. I 
gave them props to induce the desired effect' I gave the Mad-
man a staff and made him place it far enough ahead of ~im so 
that he had to stoop simulating age). The use of swords, 
spears and other props as \v'"ell as fragments of costume helped 
to get desired movement and gesture. 
SCENERY: lfith a limited budget I realized that scenery had to 
be limited to what was on hand or could be borrowed. The nat-
ural wood furnishings of the chancel and the light sand stone 
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of the walls set the style for the scenery. I added only those 
realistic elements necessary to the play. I felt that an up-
center entrance was essential to the action of thG play and 
gave dramatic strength to the entrances. Also, it 'das :r::.8cess-
ary to obscure the figure of Jesus (a dummy) ::,eing held between 
two guards. This -vras effected by dimming out at the D.C. en-
trance and having the crowd blocked to obscure the general view. 
The chancel lacked the elevation needed to distinguish the soc-
ial hierarchy of the play·. I raised the representative of Rome, 
Pilate, to a 10 by 8 by 12 11 platform upstage, placed the rep-
resentative of the Temple on a l0by8by6 11 immediately do1,mstage 
of that and had a "forest:'ge" which was elevated~ two steps 
from the audience level to 20 11 • I used the pulpit, stripped of 
liturgical garb (down left) to give Pilate pro~inence for his 
proclamation. In addition to the matter of soc~ level I felt 
that the use of various vertical levels might compensate in in-
teresting movement for a lack of playing space horizontally. 
It did this to ~ some extent but it became evident that the 
chancel was too narrow for a stage. 
The set needed a back wall for a sense of solidarity and the 
center entrance. After investigating the possibility of flats, 
I decided to build a pipe frame, easily assembled and struck, 
7dk.v./ 
to support the weight of the wine velvet main curtainAfrom the 
small stage in the social hall. This rich drape gave the image 
of oriental splendor, an awninged exterior courtyard. I made 
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the doorway by draping back the curtain making it as wide an~d 
high as possible. 
We built two 8 by 8 folding screens to cover the two doors en-
tering upon the sanctuary dmm left and right. rhese ~vere to 
act as wings and cover the entrance of the crowd and the Mad-
man. Without them, the audience would have been distracted by 
opening doors or the complex secrets of backstage. 
The furniture consisted of a copy of a medieval chair, a saw-
horse table, a small backed-bench, a rough board for ~osting 
the proclamation and some potted palms left over from the Palm 
Sunday service. 
My intention was to minimize scenery as much as pos~~ible to con-
centrate on acting values. I felt that the audience would acc-
ept the convention of representational realism and that what 
was lacking in scenery could be compensated for by effective 
lighting and costume. In addition, I did not -vmnt to limit the 
playing area further by adding scenery. 
I was very fortunate in having some exnert (and not so expert) 
carpenters and electricians in the congregation. I gave them 
my plans, they made suggest ions; I made modifications; lve 
scouted the needed materials and the work was don3 either in-
dependently i~their free time or on the four technical meetings 
held the last three \veeks of rehearsal. l'hese men \iere truly 
amazing in taking initiative and responsibility. They were 
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also the best team of stagehands I have ever worked v.ri th. ;rhe 
use of the sanctuary was such over the i'Teekend of Palm Sunday 
that it had to be in complete order and normal condition for 
Sunday service and a Saturday night choir rehearsal. In fact, 
the last week the set was constructed and struck three times 
and by the last strike, four men were doing it in an hour. The 
teamwork and fine spirit of this crew was constant encourage-
ment. 
~'lith the exception of three platforms which were brought from 
the University Theatre by a local mason an~is t~uoty truck, 
the scenery was found in the church or made from available mat-
erials. Some materials were contributed by the members of the 
crew who had ready access to building supplies. It is inter-
esting to note that the few flats stored in the church were 
designed strictly for the stage and not adaptable to use in the 
chancel. 
LIGHTING: The matter of lighting centered about one man who 
was vacationing for an indefinite period in Florida. ihe 
church building had been modified many times and the system of 
wiring and fusing with it. I noted that it was quite complex 
and when I was told that only one man had the plan, and in his 
mind at tha~ I anticipated trouble. As it was, we traced cir-
cuits and set up our lights, overloading and burning out sev-
eral mercury switches. Fortunately, our man arrived just in 
time to rescue us from complete darkness. 
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The sanctuary had an extensive light.ing system: 6 hanging lamps 
with two circuits in each bank of two; a floodli~ht on the pul-
pit; fluorescent units behind three interior windows; three 
· circuits of lamps inset behind the Gothic arch at the mouth of 
the chancel proper and numerous floor outlets in the chancel 
and sanctuary. All of these lamps were controlled from outside 
the rear door of the sanctuary and the organ loft set in the 
stage right wall of the chancel. Control was quite flexible 
with two banks of mercury switches, plainly labled. With this 
potential I drew a plot to use: 
8 500 vfatt Reflector Spot Units (B. U. ) 
2 500 vlatt Scoop Units (B. U.) 
6 500 ·watt Reflector Flood Units (Church) 
4 5000 Watt Variac Dimmers 
l 1000 Watt Follow Spot 
I placed two additional reflector spot units behind the arch 
on either side and vrired the entire arch to one dimmer. I 
built two 12 foot light trees and placed them in the third pew 
right and left con trolling each with one dimmer. '.Lhe t1vo 
scoops, gelled amber and steel blue were placed on the floor 
stage right and left respectively. fhe trees and the arch were 
gelled in the same way, warms stage right;cools, to the left. 
11he Gcoops vrere for special effects: reddeninz of the sky dur-
ing an earthquake and moonlight. The last were controlled by 
the rernainiDg dimmer with provision for quick re-plugging. 
In addition, the church owned a professional, 1000 Yatt Follow 
Spot vlhich V>Te mounted in the balcony and used for: general ill-
Lmination in the char:.cel; li:;;hting the prcces~~ions do1m the 
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center aisle. This instrwrrent v-ms fully gelled and prov~d very 
useful in toning the light in the chancel area by adding a warm 
or cool factor. It was also used for certain lights in the 3ky 
referred to in the script. 
One of the most effective moments in the play was the earthquake 
and thunderstorm at the time of the crucifixion. Lightning was 
realistically provided by the fluorescent lamps tehind the win-
dows which flickered when turned on and off. 
The primary purpose of the lighting was good, general illuminat-
ion. With limited equipment I wanted to be able to vary the in• 
tensity and color of the light in the central playing area (the 
chancel steps and 6" platform) and the intensity of light on 
the 12''~elevation. I arranged the lights and controls in such 
a manner that the light man could immediately see the effect of 
the lights from a point close to the action. As much as poss-
ible, I used the existing fixtures and circuits, adding only 
as much as was essential. 
The secondary purpose of the lighting was to provide certain 
atmospheric and emotional effects. The light cues were plotted 
to raise the reds and lower the blues in builds of increasing 
tension and violence. When a pacific element or character en-
tered the set the plot returned the lights to a more normal day-
light color. In fact, we achieved very little of this subtle 
change but I feel that the validity of the concept stands. In 
addition to the affect factor, the script calls for certain 
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atmospheric, weather, and time effects. Masefield gives the 
light cues in the speechs immediately preceding the crucifixion. 
The mood desired here is one of impending catastrophe building 
to the bursting of reality in a moment and event dividing and 
defining all time. After a slow darkening of the entire area, 
the reds come up with thunder and lightning followed by a rain 
effect. 
I had a very inventive light crew. My chief rounded up some 
pipe i~the basement of the church and built us two light trees 
which had to be secured safely without any damage to floor or 
pew. The complex circuitry and fusing of the sanctuary had to 
be traced by experiment. 1'fhen we blew a fuse it vias often a 
matter of checking four or five terminal boxes all over the 
building. When our chief happened to lean on a red-hot rec-
eptacle box we discovered that our entire watta8e was being fed 
by a single #16 BX cable with a monstrous fuse to hold it. We 
soon found extra circuits to spread the load. 1:Te found it nec-
essary to change light cues up to the perform2,nce but capable 
crew of two carried out every cu~ with precision. 
COSTUME: I wanted the costumes to be as authentic first cent-
ury as possible. The church had a few miscellaneous costumes 
but these proved to be for children or Victorian i~style. I 
felt that the ladies of the church should make as many of the 
required costumes as possible. I met with my costume chairman 
a month before production and 1ve designed the costumes jointly. 
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We decided to try an experiment to involve more of the seam-
stresses of the congregation in the project. We invited them 
(personally, by telephone) to come to a rehearsal to meet mem-
bers of the cast. There, I explained the general design of the 
show and what~ we wanted to achieve in terms of costume. Then 
I made some general sketches showing what the chairman and I 
had worked out for designs. I then assigned each character a 
sewer and asked them to take sizes and measurements. I asked 
these pairs to work as a team to realize the costume design, 
make the garments, fit them and dress them, all under the chair-
womans guidance. I had a collection of library books available 
for their reference and a large supply of unbleached cuslin. 
We set a deadline for first costume parade and a final re?dy 
date. I found that uhder this system it was necessary for the 
chairwoman to keep a tight rein for some of the ladies wanted 
to put rhinestone stars on Pilate's toga! 
The ladies dug out all kinds of material and brought it to re-
hearsal for my approval. I soon found it necessary to give 
this responsibility to my costume chief and concentrate on dir-
ecting. As the production date approached it became evident 
that we would either have to stretch the budget for additional 
materials and find more workers or borrow some costumes. I 
felt that my crew was working to capacity and that I had neith-
er time nor money to spare and therefore turned to Mr. Sovey 
and Mrs. Ashton at the B.U. Theatre for a few costumes. Very 
busy on an opera, they were very helpful in getting me what 
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I needed and making some helpful suggestions. r"..y cast and cos-
tu.;·ne cre\v were greatly encouraged by this helping hand 8nd the 
ladies felt free to spend their time refining the costumes al-
ready under way. The results were very gratifying and the cos-
tumes made will provide a foundation for a costume wardrobe in 
the church. Hopefully, this will grow with future productions. 
The costumes were made on basic patterns: several tunics for 
under and over garments both long and shart; square and rectang-
ular pieces for capes, arm drapes and head pieces ~nd simple, 
square cut coats of the bathrobe variety. fhis was done again, 
with the future in mind. 
\rli th the exception of the soldier's armor, the costumes were 
all draped)saving the ladies the problems of fitting and tail-
oring. I felt that they should attempt costumes vlithin their 
abitlity, their sense of success being one of the primary goals 
of the production. 
The costumes were planned to show the relationship of tile ch-
aracters to the play and to each other. I dressed my princi-
pals in solid colors both rich and poor. Herod and Pilate 
were royal in a deep solid blue and an off-white toga ~'ii th a 
wide maroon band at the hem. i.'he lesser characters were dress-
ed in pastel shades and striped materials or uniformly as the 
soldiers. The colors and style were planned to distinguish the 
Palestinian natives from the .Roman invaders and the non- con-
for::nist l'fadman from the rest of hh; countrymen. The ornament-
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ation was designed to show relative social position. Thus, 
Pilate, Herod and Procula were more ornate; Joseph, the rich 
merchant from Arimathea: rich but conservative; and the crowd 
lacking all · 6~tl<llllent. Color \?as also v.sed to indicate align-
ments and groupings. The Palestinians and the Chief Citizen 
were dressed in the striped "awning" material of the peasantry 
or in the chse of the latter, the temple priesthood. ~he Romans 
and Herod v-rore bright, solid colors. l'he style of the _: garmenti 
~ also indicated whether the person was a native or an outsider. 
~hus clash in viewpoint or action was indicated by clash in 
costume in color, style and ornamentation. 
I discovered that the costumes were very important to the real-
ization of character. Hy actors were greatly hel-ped in devel-
oping their roles by wearing their cos;tumes and usi-ag their 
props. I encouraged them to use them as much as possible and 
take them home for mirror practice. 
Properties: I asked each person to be responsible for t~t-e4::P his 
own props: to secure or make them and have them ready for use. 
This vwrked out 1'Vell in some cases but I found it necess.':try to 
have the more skilled members of the cast make mas~ of the hand 
props. ~he ratioqale for this experiment was the idea that if 
each "did it thems elves" it vlould add one more element in the 
process of developing character from within. It was also a 
way of developing a skill that 1-vould be anPsset in future pro-
ductions. 
19. 
DEUS EX lJJ:.AOHINA: 
"Perhaps one sees the dream in his eye: religion and 
art may yet again unite, and bring back to a ivorld, 
cleaner and healthier than of old, the spiritual 
vision and fellowship it has temporarily lost.'' (l) 
These are the '~"lOrds of the poet, of John I~1asefield. His bi-
ographer, Gilbert Thomas, reflects this viewpoint: 
"Nan's true empire is not in continents nor over the sea 
but within himself in his own soul." (2) 
Masefield laments that after the Reformation the English play 
was divorced utterly from religion and that there is no place 
on the modern stage for dramatists including Shakespeare, 
whose concern is, 11 ••• interpreting the ways of God. 11 It cer-
tainly is true that in the day in which he wrote this was true. 
There was little room in the professional theatre of that era, 
the first two decades of this century for the classical 11 god 
out of the machine" of the Greek theatre or divine influence 
or intervention of any kind. It is less true today on Broad-
way, as witnessed by a play such as Mac Leisch 1 s J.B. but even 
now the Almighty is most often dragged in as a cute old grand-
pop dispensing pious platitudes; a projection of psychological 
sickness or a profane interjection. The theatre and the church 
are stilll far from reconciled. And the church is much to 
blame insofar as it looks down the long nose of pious moralism 
at the theatre and passes negative judgement, ill or well 
founded. And the reverse is also true: the church has aban-
doned the arts to a large degree, as an effective way to give 
form to revelation. .And yet, they must find a meeting ground 
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for co~munication if not cooperation for they have muoh to say 
to each other and the world. t- Sh 
___ The chuch .would lovv-er its 
judgemental guard to see the amazing insight of the theatre 
into the ways of men and its effective com~unication of what 
is essentially Truth. If the theatre would scrap the prejudice 
that all religious people are pious hypocrites and all relig-
ious life deadening and restrictive of imaginative, artistic 
expression, then we might get somew·here in making this world 
a better place to live in, hopefully the final goal of both 
parties. 
TY1y work is in the church and therefore I have been trying to 
promote the nealing of this bres.ch from that end. thr:cu7h ~- · 
drama in religious education; insight into social problems 
through role playing; Choral reading; play reading groups, 
improvised drama; story dramatization and formal dramatics. 
All of these aspacts of the playwright's art can be used to 
great advantage in the local church program. 'J.:he uroduction 
of this play in the church was an exercise in bringing Christ-
ian faith and practice to the production of a religious drama 
and bringing the depth insight of the process of play product-
ion to the actors and congregation. Doing the play in a 
Christian way would be faith in practice. Better understand-
ing of the ways of God and m8.n through dramatic insight and 
expression would strengthen and give content to faith. I 
believe we achieved both of these goals to a large extent. 
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Thomas's comment gives us further rationale for drama in the 
church or religious drama on any stage. If man has little use 
these fine days for the deus ex machina. to solve his nroblems 
--- ~ ' 
theatrical or existential) he certainly needs ~ help. \'le 
have learned how to touch the moon wmth the extended fin~er 
0 
of the Titan but we can't live at peace with our neighbors. 
We have condensed a full meal into a small pill but two thirds 
of the world's people are underfed. These are the real and 
basic problems to be licked and the answer lies not in outer 
space but in man's soul. Drama in the church can make the 
Christian faith existentially real and effective by bringing 
all involved in the process closer to the living reality of 
the Person and events which are the source of our faith. From 
that point we can see better the way in which we can put our 
faith into everyday practice to meet our problems and heal the 
wounds in the universal Human Body. 
A few definitions are in order: 
Religious Drama: Religious drama is a play of artistic excell-
ence which, on page and stage, deals honestly and in depth 
with the ultimate questions of life and death. In process, 
it must be done with artistic skill and religious sensitivity. 
Christian Drama: Christian Drama is religious drama which 
shows man,at his best and worst, living out the questions and 
answers of existencie against a backgroud of our historic, 
Christian faith. 
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Good Friday meets the requirements of Christian Drama to a 
large degree. I must admit in hindsight that the play is not 
truly dramatic but more in the form of a narrative poem. It's 
artistic excellence lies more in its verse than in its form as 
a play. It does present men in confrontation with ultimate 
questions and loyalties for better or worse and its story line 
is that of the central event of our Christian f~th. 
Christian Drama Process: Production of a play in the local 
church requires a process which is in spirit and practice, 
Christian. The director must strive for artistic excellence 
as well as religious values. But nowhere in this process should 
the experience of the participants be made secondary. The 
persons involved and their welfare must come first. fhis is 
not to reduce the production to group therapy or introverted 
analysis or education,but it does mean that if a choice between 
t 
human (religious) values and artistic values must be made, the 
compromise should favor the former. People are not to be used 
or manipulated but awakened and guided to fuller recognition 
and expression of their native talents. I insisted on this in 
this production and although the art product may have been less 
than the professional best, I feel that the production as a 
whoJe was a sm0shing success. 
THE PLAY: The theme of Good Friday is universal and timeless: 
the eternal conflict between the laws of God and the laws of 
man and the dramatic contrast of character in those 1-vho follov-1 
the Master and those who drift with the popular current. 
< 
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The Madman, Masefield's spokesman and a man true to God in fol-
lowing Jesus has been blinded by the crowd because: 
"I told the crowd 
That only a bloody God would care for blood. 
The crowd kills kids and smears the lintel wood, 
To honor God, who lives in the pure stars. 11 
He like any man who challenses the truth of any God concept or 
the shibboleths and practices of an institutionalized religion 
has been ostracized and persecuted. It was my hope that the 
congregation might see the ever growing, iconoclastic nature 
of the Christ at work in his church, that to be a Christian is 
to be a revolutionary as was the founder of the faith. Thus, 
in terms of man's true greatness as sBen in Jesus: 
"Beauty and Peace have made 
No peace, no still retreat, 
Only the unafraid 
Before life's roaring street, 
Touch Beauty's feet, 
Knovl .J.:ruth, do as God bade, 
Become God's son." 
This play underlines the fact that Truth, seenlingly crushed 
to earth, rises again to live in courageous men. The fact 
that Christian Truth lives only through incarnation is central 
and must be repeated endlessly for the church is ever avoid-
ing the existential living of the faith for abstract speculat-
ion and empty ritual. We are inclined to avoid the danger in 
living truth and cherish our creature comforts. 
HISTORY OF TilE FLAY: 
Good Friday was Masefield's second verse play. He started it 
st Hampstead, England in the fatal year of 1914. Earlier that 
year he had finished Philip the King, his first attempt at 
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verse drama, or perhaps more accurately, drama as a medium for 
verse. In a volume entitled: Prose Plays published in 1925, 
Masefield states that Good Friday was interrupted by the war 
and ~ never completed. And yet, we have the play in what cer-
tainly seems to be a finished form. I haven't been able to 
solve this mystery but I believe he did finish it. He was more 
interested in writing than writing about his writing and there-
fore there is little commentary and what there is is miscall-
aneous and without chronology. T~~re is record of a longer 
play, The Trial of Jesus, wr1tten in the period 1925 to 1929. 
However, this play is largely prose although it does deal with 
muDh the same events of Good Friday. The 4ifferencee are great 
enough in any case to conclude that these are not one and the 
same play. 
Masefield had produced The Tragedy of Nan in 1908 at the 
:Kew Royalty Theatre in London. It was directed by Granville 
WdS 
Barker and~a commercial success. He sensed, however that his 
natural and chosen medium, verse would not be so readily re-
c~ed. Yet, he felt t:tlat the nature of Good Friday ltJaS such 
) 
that it required verse. He had seen Barkers productions of 
Twelth Night and ·The ~linter's Tale and commented, "They show-
ed me more clearly than any stage prodactions known to me the 
power and sweep of Shakespe~re's construction of 'scene un-
divided and passion unlimited. 111 (3) i'hus, it 1.·ms right that 
this play be in verse form and in one, continuous act. And it 
may be that the passion unlimited was the only term to even 
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approach the significance of Jesus' Passion on Good Friday. 
I venture this conjecture on the basis of the playwri~ht's 
deep religious sensitivity and his feeling that verse was the 
only sufficient medium to ,_- express spiritual truth. He def-
ends the use of verse: 
11 If playwrights were concerned solely with the char-
acters and events of everyday life, they might find 
prose a sufficient instrument: but the playwright's 
art is not so limited:often a playwright is not con-
cerned with the events of everyday life but with deal-
ings of the Gods, elements in the soul of man ... His 
theme then demands a language and movement other than 
those of daily life: it becomes of the nature of rel-
igion and demans a ritual." (4) 
Elsewhere, in Poetry he speaks of the source of poetry and 
its unique ability to get at the core of reality: 
11 For it is not possible to speak of poetry without su'\3-:-
rnission to something not understood, that is greater 
than the perishing self." (5) 
11 I would say that it is a touching of the Life of the 
Universe, a lifting into the Universal Mood." (6) 
The Cross will never be completely understood fully. And 
yet the poet who can submit himself freely to the Source of 
truth will come closer to expressing its meaning than any 
other writer. 
The events of Good Friday touch upon the Life of the Universe 
and are universal in meaning. The mood sought for in the con-
gregation is one of universality. "This is not just an hist-
crical pageant depicting First Century life in Palestine or 
even just the accurate account of certain events in the life 
of Jesus. But this is the timeless enactment of man's strug-
gle for truth and significance in life." And I definitely 
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feel ~-vi th the poet, that verse is required to communicate these 
realities. 
:t-1axv-1ell Anderson spealm of "Poetry in the l'heatre 11 in Off 
Broe,dway: "Prose will hold its place there (in plays) only 
so long as men make a relL~ion out of f2 ct and 
believe that information, conveyed in statistical 
language, can make them free." (7) ., 
We live in an age when men believe despite immediate evidence 
to the contrary, that facts and figures will be their glory 
and salvation. The verse play is an attempt to reveal through 
the language of emotion, the more basic realities of the world 
and human nature behind the facts and figures. 
Christopher Fry in his article, 11 \'lhy Verse? 11 describes the 
work of verse in the theatre: 
"In the theatre it must have a direct surf2.ce mecming, 
an immediate impact of sense; but half its 1-vork should 
be going on below that meaning, drawing the ear, con-
sciousihy, into a certain experience of being." (3) 
Is it too fantastic to believe that verse and this play in 
particular will draw both actor and audience into a closer 
identity with, a certain experience of, the being of the Christ? 
T. s. Eliot in Poetrx and Drama: 
''It seems to me that beyond the nameable, classifiable, 
emotions and motives of our conscious life ••• thcre is 
a fringe of indefinite extent, of feeling which we ~ 
-can only detect out of the corner of the eye and can 
never completely focus ••• " (9) 
llf-t. 
It is irt this suhtfe. area of spirit that the meaninr_; of Jesus'/\ is 
to be found and the poet brings this me3.ning into sharper def-
inition. 
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Ronald Peacock comments in fhe Poet in the Theatre: 
Concerning Becket in T.S. Eliot's Murder in the Cathedral 
11 They are agents of s:J.ffering in whom is made app-
arent the truth of particular relieious conceptions. 
Nothing grips one more ~ in these plays than the com-
pelling sense of spiritual powers that have a real 
operation above life and in it, transcending human 
experience but -vrorkinc thrliugh it." ( 10) 
The suffering of the Hadman and Jesus m::>.ke real the truth 
of the Christian faith. The incarnation or personification of 
religious conceptions is presented in full 11uman dim:nsions 
on the stage. In addition, the conflict of idoology as held 
by the persons of the play reveals the real operation of spir-
itual powers above life and in it. I believe that my actors 
and the congregation went away with a fuller understanding of 
the meaning of redemptive suffering in the life of Jesus as 
well as in their o1rn. 
DHAlVl.Al' IC VERSE: 
I will list briefly the references which proved most helpful 
in working with my cast on the versification. 
Christopher Fry: 11 0ne explsnation of our impaticmce vlith a 
verse play is that the spring of theatre 
is action and any insistence upon words is 
felt to hang like heavy clothes on the bodv 
of an athlete • 11 ( 11 ) . " 
I stressed the importance of keeping the action and pace 
of the play moving at a lively pace. 
Guthrie 1-fc Clintic: 11 ••• the necessity of a drastic and, at 
the beginning of rehearsals, what seems 
to be an unnaturally quick te1npo.u (12) 
Margaret "\'febster: 11 \fhen the speech is in verse he must make 
sure that the swing of the verse is neither 
so stressed to become doggrel, nor so 
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broken as to destroy its musical value." (13) 
T.S. Eliot: ttThe chief effect and style and rhythm in 
dramatic speech whether it be in prose or verse, 
should be unconscious. (Verse should nevar drai'i 
e.ttoe1 ~ion to itself). 11 (14) 
lciaxv.rell imderson: "To me it is inescapable that prose is 
the language of information and poetry, 
the language of emotion." (15) 
It must be said, and with considerable chagrin, that after 
extensive preparation to work with my cast on matters of verse, 
rhythm, projection, proper speech and proper pace I found my-
self snowed under with problems of casting, technical i'Tork, 
rehearsal scheduling, set and costume design and the most time 
consuming job of training absolutely green actors in the rud-
iments of theatre, I simply could not find the time to train 
them in these matters individually or as a group. This cer-
tainly was the greatest weakness of the production: a lack of 
skill in the delivery of dramatic verse. 
HISTORY OF THE PERIOD: Reference: Freedley, Geor~e and Reeves, 
John. A History of the T~e?.:~re. :.J .Y., 
CroNn Publishers, 1958. 
John Masefield was primarily a poet and therefore his place in 
the history of the theatre is not as one of the r great play-
wrights who was also a poet, such as Shakespeare,but as one 
who had a great interest in drama and experimented with it. 
In the years 1844-1862 Samuel Phelps and~is partner, l'homas 
L. Greenwood had staged 34 of Shakespeare's plays, principally 
at the Sadler Wells Theatre in Lond~on. The actor Charles 
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Kean staged a series of notable Shakespearean revivals at the 
Princess rheatre. Sir Squire and Marie Wilton Bancroft were 
working with dramatist ihomas ~ilton Robertson at the Olympic 
Theatre on his farce-comedy A Night's Adventure. He wrote in 
a new style: he looked at life and reported it in the theatre 
in the vernacular hitherto unknown in the En~lish theatre. 
This literal realism was a foreshadowing of the later works of 
Ibsen. However, these were Victorian days and Robertson could 
not speak out too strongly for the stage in England was still 
in the censoraial control of the Lord Chamberlain. Under this 
puritanical pall only men like Robertson and Byron dared to 
write in terms of social reform. Yet their beginnings inspir-
ed Henry Arthur Jones to break from a puritan b~ckground and 
plead in his plays for the theatre as a farce for social crit-
icism and reform. Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, in more than forty 
plays also helped to clear the air in the commercial theatre 
for the popular treatment of serious themes. Oscar ~Hlde en-
ters the scene at this point as do Gilbert and Sullivan with 
their pointed, satirical wit. Masefield, born in 1878 could 
not~~ve been affected by this tradition in the theatre. He 
was strongly attracted to the theatre as was Stephen Phillips 
who returned to the poetic tradition of Elizabethan drama. 
Phillips dramatic verse was well received and created a dem-
and which gained him several commissions. Other poets, Drink-
water, Flecker and John Nasefield £Ql1oi':lea :~im~ 
1rJi th the exception of The Empress of _Rome 1..-ri tten in 1937, all 
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of Masefield's plays were written before he was called as poet 
lauria te of England. His first play, The Camp~_§n ;roncle r, 
(1907) vmz v<-ri tten in prose as was The fra.c~edv of Nan (19J2) 
and The Witch, an adapt2tion from the Norwegian. Philip the 
Kin2:. T.{as true poetic dr;ma ,cs TJas his lyric:::Ll trc:,:_:,ed_7 of Japan, 
The Faithful (1915). 
}f::.sefield v.ras followed by such pl·'l~TI'rright s as John Drinkivater 
who began his mreer with a spirited pretest against Victorian-
ism in ~ell ion ( 1914). He also ·urot e X=O: A ITi,J)l"t o:::' t~-:..e 
Althoush latent throughout his lifetime, Masefield reve&led his 
interest in writing for the theatre during this period. ~he 
trend was toward a new expression of the poetic in drama, the 
use of verse dialogue and themes of social criticism appeariTIC 
in r.mny art forms. Iviasefield vms a part o£ this EJO'JC.218nt. His 
plays exhi~it strong social criticism and the need for ch~nge 
and reform. He was a convinced pacifist and his plays speak 
plainly of his personal philosophy. He felt strongly tha~ 
tJ:1e only adequEJ,te medium for the expression of tne b::lsic real-
i ties of man 1 s life f>ucl.1 as his spiritual nature c~nd. destiny, 
was verse, He e"ccordingly~. found kindred suirits in tho::;e play-
wrights turnin~ to verse for t~eir mode of expression. Yet, 
c 
he never i'laS commercially suXs sftLl as a 1vTi t er of verse plays. 
His prose plays were successful on the professional stage and 
enthusiastically received by a public already enchantEd by hls 
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poems. His verse plays wera not so re2dily received. lhis aid 
not prevent him from writing verse plays to be produced on his 
ov-m stage located near Oxford on his estate. He ~orri te::: of this 
in his preface to the verse play Esther adapted from Racine. 
11 1"ie had produced some half dozen plays of different 
kinds, and had learned that the poetical plqys were 
by much the most popular. ~·le v-mnted, in short, pla:rs 
in verse that were of the theatre, that could be done 
with few properties and no scenery, with small casts 
from six to nine persons. Knovdng ho11 keenly sensitive 
an English audience is to verse we wanted fine situations 
and stirring declamation." (16) 
This excerpt gives a good idea of the kind of drama ~aseiield 
was attempting to produce. Nevertheless, his plays were us-
ually done privately for a small and select audience at his 
estate, Boar's Head. The general public never did comJ to app-
reciate his verse plays during his lifetime. 
The period was one of a return to verse, treatment of social 
themes and a new sense of realism in the theatre. In reaction 
to the heavy mannerisms of the Victorian era the swin~ was to-
ward the more essential and frankly real in life. ·rhis carr-
ied over into the staging of these plays on bare stages with 
only the skeleton props to suggest locale and character. 
HISTORY: PLAYVfRIGH'£ 
We are forced to conjecture once we step beyond the bare facts 
of Masefield 1 s life as recorded in his art. rte obviously used 
much of his life experience as rRw material for his work but 
was never inclined to give imforma tion abo-c:.t himself or s.dmi t 
to or deny the many legends surrounding him. \·Je do kno"l·l ths.t 
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he 1-vas born on June 1, 1878 at Led bury, in Hertfordsrdre, 
England. Led bury -..vas a compact, old English to1-m, his love 
for it reflected in his abhorence of the inductrial cities as 
revorded in many of his poe~s. His youth was not a happy one 
in contrast to his beautiful surroundings but he rems.ins sil-
ent about this. ~ve knov-;r tila t <:tt the age of thirteen he join-
ed the training ship Conway and spent some time at sea. He 
acquired a full 1-mrking kno'\vledge of the sea and ships ·which 
is seen in his many 11 Sal t T'later Ballads". .Uegends have him 
reading Chaucer on lunch break while 1·rorking in a Hevl York car-
pet factory or serving bar in the same city. One thing can be 
said for certain, he saw life na~:ed, for better and 1.-vorse. :No 
n 
wAder that he was called "the poet of the people" for he lcne1v 
them vv-ell. 
In 1903 he was contributing reviews, stories, and verse to 
"The Speaker" and 11 The Outlook 11 , publications oi' literary and 
political force in that day. He later became editor of the 
former and worked for awhile on the staff of the Hanchester 
Guardian. The fact that a vroman wrote to ask if she might 
dramatize one of his ar~icles is said to have given him the 
idea ~f writing plays. Living in London he wrote millions of 
words as a free-lance journalist. He first 0athered his verses 
for publication of Salt ~~Tater Ballads in 1902. Other volumes 
of verse followed as well as short stories. In 1911, ~ 
Everlasting lvlerc;y and the reception of this w·ork made l:1is 
fortunes overnight. lie did not enjoy his notoreity, however 
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and -was noted as an abstemious and 1vi thdrmm person. He 'ivas 
called as Poet Lauriata in 1930 and took ~P residence at the 
traditional seat, Boar's Head. 
To retrace, Masefield was assigned to a Red Cross Unit during 
the First Norld ~ar. He saw action on several fronts and his 
novel Gallipoli is considere::i one of the best records of this 
bloody page of history. In 1918, he toured the l..'nited States 
giving a series of lectures presenting the 2llied cause to the 
t 
American public. His propaganda attem-1f exhibit a sense of 
strain betraying his basic abhorence of the struggle and blood-
shed. His suffering and his faith spe~k through his silence 
in his poEm entitled 11 Biography''. It is c\revelation of the 
essential man boneath the surtace, his spirit. This account 
has no chronological order and yet is the best record we have 
of the influences which shaped his life. 
He was a born story teller and his wor~ is full of this ~ift 
for narrative. He looked at this world in the li~ht of anoth-
er. Basic rea~ for hi:o vl8.S spirit and although realistic 
in subject matter and method, his purpose was the height of 
idealism. Having the roushest possible contact with reality, 
he was abli to retain his anger for evil with out directing it 
tovlard men. 
He had no use 11vhat ever for the sterile cone ep t of 11 art for art's 
sake''. He believed in raking over all of life and finding the 
beautiful in it for the benefit of man's ~oul. ne was less 
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interested in beauty itself than in the flowering of it. And 
n 
thciJ: beauty needs the b~1ckgro~d of the squalJ'icl and ugl1 for 
recozni tion. l'herefore, 1ve find the full r8.nge of hum.8.:n ex-
perience in his work. It is necessary to appreciate the truly 
beautiful in the proces~ of realization. Unlike many modern 
authors he was not interested in filth for i~s own sake but 
for the good ·vihich could be fo1.md in it, and the mir2.cle of 
its emere~e. 
fhe story of his later years is largely the story of the vast 
popularity of his books and his expsrimants with drama at Boar's 
Hill. Finally, his biographer, Gilbert Thomas says of him: 
"He has \>Vri t ten nothing that did not s:prin'~ frOi'1 a de e;J, 
inward urge, and has scorned, like a Ooriol~nus, all 
~idventitious aids to svccess." (17) 
His life is the inspiring record of obstacles surmounted and 
vision re~lized. 
PREVIOUS PROD:\d0'£1.9HS: 
I was unable to secure any definite information on ~ny prev-
lous performance of this play. I have one reference from 
l\1asefield .. who- describes the production at :So2 r 1 s Hill: 
11 
'J.1he Play was performGd upon 2. stage l·vhich meD.sures 
eleven by thirteen feet ••• done with few rroperties 
and no scenery, with small casts of from six to nine 
persons. 11 (18) 
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PRODUCTION TIMETABLE 
Kindergarten no om 
Sanctuary 
Kindergarten 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Kindergarten Room 
Ladies Parlor 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Boston U. 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Sanctue.ry 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Sanctuary 
Entire Cast 
(Read Through) 
Carpenters 
(Survey-Plan) 
Cast, Costumers 
(Fitting) 
Entire Cast 
(:Blocking) 
Electricians 
(Survey-Plan) 
Section /fl 
(Line J.tehearsal) 
Principals 
(Conference) 
Entire Cast 
(Blocking-Business} 
Section /12 
(Blocking-Crowd) 
Entire Cast 
(Run J:hrough) 
Entire Cast 
(Run j;hrough) 
Technical Cre1·m 
(Building) 
pick up equip-
ment. 
Entire Cast 
(Costu=ne .2arade) 
Carpenters 
(Build) 
(Electrici3.ns) 
( Wire ) 
Entire Cast 
Technical CrevlS 
(Dress Rehearsa~l) 
Cast, Crew 
(Run, Build) 
T2E PLAY 
Cre1"1 
(Strike Call) 
Section #1: Pilate, Procula, Longinus, Madman, Herod, 
Joseph, Chief Citizen 
#2: Soldiers, Servants, Crowd 
This is a team project. One missing member can mean 
the game! 
40. 
I 
Boston University 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Division of Theatre Arts 
*Graduate Thesis Production 
GOOD FRIDAY 
by 
JOHN MASEFIELD 
Directed by 
WILLIAM MERRILL HODSDON 
APRIL 15, 1962 
Pontius Pilate 
Procula 
Longinus 
Chief Citizen 
Joseph of Ramah 
Herod 
A Sentry 
Soldiers 
The Jewish Rabble 
Production Manager 
Set Designer 
Costume Designe1· 
Carpenter Crew Chief 
Light Crew Chief 
Sound Crew Chief 
Tranportation 
Music Consultant 
CAST 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
Wayne Donaldson 
Mildred Churchill 
Allan Coombs 
Don Seamonds 
Joseph Holaday 
Ray Nordlund 
William Holaday 
Don Bartlett 
Terry Kennaugh 
Thomas Harvey 
Rip Ripley 
Charles Abdalian 
Tim Churchill 
Lois Mulock 
Allan Lord 
Bea Pierce 
William Hodsdon 
William Hodsdon 
Gainal Seamonds 
John Cameron 
Roy Greenland 
Ernest Reid, Jr. 
Hubert Canning 
Edmund Ma,cCloskey 
Carpente1·s: Jim MacDonald, Clyde Crocker, Warren Austin, Paul 
Winters 
Elect1·icians: Andrew Skilling, Ray Nordlund, Jr., Earl Stone 
Costumes: Erna Corliss, Gladys Fundukian, Helen Austin, Marguarite 
Muirhead, Mildred Churchill 
Properties: Mildred Churchill, Byron Churchill 
Trumpet: Gary Anderberg 
Set Materials: thanks to Paul Winters of Winters' Hardware. 
*As partial fulfillment for the Master of Fine Arts degree requirements. 
IJ 
PRODUCTION LOG 
February: 28 Cast in hand: Herod, lJladman, Procula, Pilate, 
Joseph 
1-larch: 
discussed action of play, key lines 
discussed each yharacter's action 
read each actor s key lines twice 
secured additional contacts for cast: Rev. Case 
29: called 8 men~ 1 response: Bob Greenlaw, read 
secured more names from Rev. Case 
6 
distributed rehearsal schedule for entire period 
made director~s script 
nlli~bered, assigned scripts 
distributed rehearsal schedules 
script: to Mr. Hirsch 
passed out costume measurement sneete 
read play through: inflection, dynamics, direct 
two prospects promised •• failed to show 
good morale in group 
7 called electricians and carpenters 
8 Allen Coombs read for Longinus: O.K., so cast 
called Bill Holaday, read for sentry: O.K. 
reviewed actlons .• hints on approaching roles 
9 met with Tim Nicholson at Belmont (9:30) esti-
mated set and light needs, inventoried equip-
ment available at Belmont, 3.D. 
12 contacted ladies for costuming 
13 measured for costumes 
listed hand props: assigned secural to each 
lecture: stage language, locations 
: char.stcterization, line memory 
inve11toried Belmont costumes 
reviewed schedule 
14 described set 
sent crowd (Sr. High Youth) to read lines 
ran complete play for blocking 
crowd reluctant to accept roles 
17 worked out costume designs with Mrs. Seamonds 
sent casting notice (Men's Olsss) 
measured chancel area 
lunch Hith the Churchill's 
42. 
March: 
April: 
20: Joe Holaday brought oiarren Austin, carpenter, 
made esti~ate of carpenter work 
Charles Abdalian read for crowd: O.K. will play 
21: attempted to play to recordinz of crowd: no K. 
lines: most had majority learned 
Mr. Cameron, Chief Carpunter rebuilding flats 
for screens on dolv'1lstage GI:tranc e s 
set appoint~ents for individual conferences 
24: Reviewed: background, action, attitudes, relat-
ionships, d iff icul t 1 ine s, 110rds \·Ji th e<:-w11 of 
the princ :lpal '3 
27: ran script from top Wl~n blocking using existing 
platforms in the chancel 
checked Pilate's, Proc11la's costumes for design 
passed out list of needed props 
23: ordered cut pipe froir; Paul Hartin (at cost) 
worked on entrances: Joseph, Chief Citizen 
Crowd: worked on movement, feeling expres~ion 
Line Hehearsal: tutti 
3: ran script with blocking (to p. 31) 
costmne fi -:~ting for Lon~~inus 
reviewed schedule 
called for props 
4: run from p. 31 to end 
asked all to check on costurues 1·1i th assigned 
maker •• be personally responsible 
Costu~e fi~tlng: Joseph, 2erod 
worked on entrances: Crowd, Joseph, Herod 
9: worked in chancel with Longinus: fe~linc, zest-
ure •• sought images in his pest 
-vwrked ;·ri th 11Iad::,o.n, Procu.W in chi::ncel .. wre 
bod:r in"iro1 v er1en t 
Ernie Reed Came to help on sound 
10: full rehearsal: some in 8ostu~G 
costume fitting: Crowd 
full run through: entrances, cues, timing 
11: full rehearsal: Crowd absent! 
brought equipment from 13. U. (Hubert Cennj_n::;, tr;ck) 
worked out sound cues: Ennie Resd 
vJOrked 1-vi th tru:npeter: Gary Anderburc 
12: bought makeup 
final ditto of intention to Judy 
=====-=~ -===-- -=== 
April: 12: Tim delivered Variacs in Belmont 
worked with carpenters: set up chancel stage 
worked on it until 9:30 then struck set for 
special choir rehearsal 
worked with Crowd on building of tension, noise 
borrowed records at Brookline Library 
13: Electricians: set up light trees, set additional 
floods at arch •• ran wire •• tapped into wall 
switches in organ loft •• located fuses 
worked on sound with E. Reed 
14: 2: set up in ch~ncel 
gelled lights, focussed same 
ran through for light cues 
complete dress rehearsal, full costume 
15: 2 P. £fl. full dress (no costumes) rehearsal 
worked for projection, cues, build of tension, 
agitation in Crowd, timing of entrances 
8 P.M. Curtain Up •••• Faculty Critique 
16: met with Hr. Canning: returned equipment to B.V. 
=====· ==========- ---- ---
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LIGHTING SCHEDULE 
l.JO. TYPE LOCATION DIHl,IER GEL AREA 
----
1 500 \·f • I•Iormon Tree Rt. 1 Pink 3,7 
Spot 
2 II II 11 1 Amber 4 
3 II It II 1 Pink 1 
4 II II 11 1 Amber 2 
5 II Tree Lft. 2 Steel .E.l. 1 
6 II II II 2 Li.::;ht Bl. 2 
7 II 11 II 2 Steel Bl. 4 
8 II II tl 2 Light :31. 5,7 
9 500 ~r~ • Reflector Arch Lft. 3 Steel Bl. 5 
:ti'lood 
10. II If II 3 Steel Bl. 7 
11. II II II 3 Steel Bl. 7,8 
12. 500 w. Scoop Up Lft. off 4 Deep Blue UD 
13. II Up Rt. off 4 Crilnson up 
14. 500 ~il. Refl. Fl. Arch Rt. 3 A.:n.ber 6,7 
15. II II 3 Pink 7 
16. II If 3 Amber 3 
K II Over Pulpit {{hi te 11 


BELMONT METHODIST CHURCH 
REV, ERNEST R. CASE 
MINISTER 
REV, ROBERT J. ELLIOTT 
ASSOCIATE MINISTER 
421 CoMMON STREET, BELMONT 78, MASSACHUSETTS 
IVANHOE 9-0730 
April 25, 1962 
The Rev. William M. Hodsdon 
830 Beacon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dear Bill: 
Enclosed you will find a copy of the letter which I 
have sent to Dr. Wayne. It simply says what I have 
told you informally. 
I cannot thank you enough for the superb piece of work 
you did here in the Belmont Methodist Church. The 
presentation, and all that went with it, was another 
miracle of faithl Thank you for it. 
Also, please accept my thanks for your kindness in 
helping us on Good Friday afternoon. Those who were 
present at the service felt it was most meaningful 
and helpful. 
I $incerely hope ~at our paths will cross again. 
Cordially yours, 
ERC/s ~ Ernest R. Case 
I~ 
THE METHODIST CHURCH 
NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE 
BOSTON DISTRICT 
Guy H. WAYNE, SUPERINTENDENT 
1155 ROBBINS ROAD 
April 27, 1962 
WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS 
Rev. William M. Hodsdon 
850 Beacon Street 
Boston, Mass. 
My dear Bill: 
I am indeed sorry that my crowded schedule prevented 
my attendance at your Good Friday showing of John 
Masefield 1 s drama. Have not had opportunity to dis-
cuss the matter with the pastors but will do so in 
the near future. 
\Vhen I have time, to whom do you desire me to make 
a report'l 
Sin7ely 
iZt :J{. 
Guy H. Wayne 
/ 
~ 
TELEPHONE WA 4·82158 
COPY 
Dr. Guy H. Wayne, 
BELMONT METHODIST CHURCH 
Common St. at Cushing Square 
Belmont 78, Massachusetts 
April 25, 1962 
155 Robbins Rd •. 
Watertown, Massachusetts 
Dear Dr. Wayne: 
I want to thank you for recommending to the Belmont Methodist 
Church the services of William M. Hodsdon, candidate for the 
Master of Fine Arts Degree from the Boston University School 
of Fine and Applied Arts,who produced in our church on Palm 
Sunday evening, April 15, 1962, a superb, dramatic treatment 
of John Masefield's Good Friday. 
From a layman's point of view, the technical aspects of the 
presentation were very well done: costuming, lighting, staging 
and timing. To me, however, as a Christian minister, far more 
significant than the technical details of production, was the 
impact that this play and the presentation of it made upon our 
people. In a two month period of time, William Hodsdon, complet-
ely unknown to our church except for your reco:nmendat ion and 
interviews by the ministers, moved in, picked up the telephone, 
and rounded up both a dramatic cast and a group of technical ass-
tants. Then, by his winsome, gracious manner he so ende3red him-
self to them that he brought the very best out of them! More 
than this, although the chancel of our church had to be dis arr-
anged and filled with props, it was completely clear for our 
services on Palm Sunday morning. On r1Ionday morning, follovring 
the production, every item of equipment had been returned, and 
the church was restored to its "regular appearance". Seldom 
in my ministry have I come upon anyone so responsible and so 
persistant in "follow through" on detail. 
Because you ;nay hr~ve occasion to reco:xnend this young man to 
other sroups, I felt impelled to pass this word along to you. 
ERC/s 
Cordially yours, 
Erne s t R • Case 
Minister 
Foolishly, I did not record the f~culty comments as they were 
made but I believe the following is an accurate paraphrase: 
Mr. Hirsch: I don't think this is a play •• it is more of a nar-
rative poem. Those onstage are not doing something 
but talking about an event offstage. To achieve 
a. dramatic effect in such an un-dr::nnatic situation 
there has to be a tremendous heightening of tension 
and conflict onstage •.• the play is too static. 
Your cast needs more rehearsal. 
Mr. Ehrensperger: Your people have absolutely no sense of 
verse. You should have spent much more time wit~ 
t~em on voice: projection, diction and the correct 
speaking of dramatic verse. ~his is not a chancel 
drama .. it doesn't work in s~ch a confined area. 
You should not have tried to ~aka the chancel into 
a staze. 
Mr. Thomnen: I have the feeling that this play is related to 
ths Medieval stery Plays done on a series of carts 
or small stages. It also re~inds me of the Greek 
tragedies done on a wide expanse of stage where 
scenes could be played in separate areas of the 
stage. 
lvir. datts: I didn't see the play but from Tv1i12t you reve s".:d, 
did you intend to use the fact that the "place of 
the play" is a place of worship to influence or 
pre-condition your audience? (NO) 
MAKEUP CHART 
CF..A.RACTER 'rYPE BASE LINER P~~XOIL ROUGE HAIR 
1-'Iax Factor Bakers Bakers Bakers Dry 
Pancake 
PILATE straight #6 lt. grey black tropical 
PROCULA " #4 lt. brown black razberry 
LONGETUS II /16 dk. brow·n bro"rn razberry 
SEN'l1RY II #6 dk. bro-vm bro~rm razberry 
SOLDIERS 
HEROD II #7 med. grey blue tropic2.l 
JOSEPH II #7 l t. grey bl8Ck tropical 
Oi-lHJF 0 ll'IZEN tl /17 l t. grey black tropical 
CITIZENS 11 #7 lt. brown bro~"m razbsr 
rviAD l·iitN character (left to Byron's discretion) 
KAME: 
COSTUMES AND HAND PROPS -----------------------
ROlE: 
-----------------------
NA}IlE: 
--------------------------------ADDRESS:. __________________________ __ TEL: 
HEIGHT: WEIGHT: 
SIZES : HAT: 
SHIRT : NECK: SLEE'VE: 
BLOUSE: 
JACKET: 
SUIT: 
TROUSER: 
GLOVE: 
S:OCK: 
SHOE: 
ltJEA.SUREMENTS : HEAD : 
NECK: 
CHEST: 
ABM: (inside) 
DRESS: 
SKIRT: 
HOSE: 
WAIST: 
lEG: (inside ) 
FOOT: (length) 
AGE: 
. ,. 
If you don't know sizes, please take measurements ••• we want your 
costumes to fit you. It is agreed that all vital stat~st1cs are 
strictly confidential! 
HA.ND PROPS: 
l) 
2) 
PlEASE PRINT 
COSTUME INVENTORY: 
l) 
2) 
PROCULA PILATE'S 'liFE 
Undergarment: Tunic, long to knee, no sleeves (off white) 
Overgarment: Roman "Stola" to ground, from hand to hand 
joined at shoulders with clasp, laced or 
gathered at arms ( off-white with blue trim) 
Girdle: narrow, over tunic, stola tucked in it at waist 
Headwear: silver band at brow 
Footwear : silver leather slippers (Capezios) 
Props : dagger, kerchief 
5Z 
HEROD KING OF JUDE 
ubdergarment : tunic , long sleeved to wrist ; length : 
t o knee ( .dark blue corduroy) 
Jvergarment : robe, full , to ankles , short sleeve ~ (dark blue corduroy) 
ape : from shoulder to elbow; wide blue border with 
silver piping on entire edge 
eadwear : silver crown 
ootwear : oriental , thong sandals painted silver 
rops : no hand props 
58 . 
I LONGINUS ROI4AN CENTURION 
U dergarment: short sleeve , boat neck tunic to above 
knee (off-white ) 
0 ergarment:felt breastplate (painted with aluminum 
paint) pieced leather skirt 
cloak: brown rayon square from rt . shoulder to 1ft . 
/ hip over'back 
Armor : breastplate, leat er epaulets at shoulders , 
sheaves (painted cardboard) at lower leg 
Headwear : papier mache crested helmet with plume 
h 
Footwear : brown leater strap sandals 
Belt : leather, 3" wide with large, gold buckel 
PONTIUS PIL TE PROCURATOR OF JUDE 
Undergarment : 
Outergarment : 
Sash : 
Footwear : 
Headwear : 
Props : 
full , short - sleeve tunic to above knee 
(off white) gold trim : sleeve, neck 
toga : half circle (off white) with three 
inch border (purple or green) 
narrow gold or sil ver cord 
leather sandals sprayed gold 
laurel wr eath sprayed gold 
2 scrolls 
1 quill pen 
ink ~vell 
basin of 1vater 
pitcher of water 
THE .D N 
Overgarment : Robe: heavy, dark brovm , monk ' s cloth 
cut V neck; sleeves to wrist, 
length: to ankle 
Girdle: brown rope tied in a knot 
Footwear: bare feet 
Props : 5' staff , bent 
raffia basket 
6 plastic lillies 
~I. 
. JOSEPH OF RA:t-1AH (ARIM:! THE ) 
Undergarment : Tunic , long sleeves ; to calf (rust brown) 
Overgarment: Robe : short sleeves ; to ankle; rich, em-
broidered purple; light er trim 
Headwear : .draped head and neck cloth to elbows:(purple) 
Footwear : open leather sandals 
£2. . 
THE CHIEF CITIZEN 
Undergarment : Tunic, short sleeve, V neck, to calf 
(deep maroon with dark border) 
Overgarment: Robe , to calf ; short , set - in sleeves, open 
front (yellow, with maroon trim, rose and 
light green stripes) 
Girdle : tightly wound strips, 4 11 wide (beige ) 
Headwear : wound turban (beige) 
Footwear: leather , strap sandals 
Props : a scroll (deposition) 
~3 . 
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION OF THE 
BELMONT METHODIST CHURCH 
On May 1, 1921 the Belmont Methodist Church was officially organized with 
66 members. The basement unit of the present church building was dedicated 
March 4, 1923. From that time onward Belmont Methodists have worshipped oo 
the present commanding hilltop site: overlooking Cushing Square. The cornerstone 
of the main church building was laid June 19, 1938. Services of dedication were 
held February 5, 1939 upon completion of the structure of English Gothic design. 
For 38 years, from 1921 until May 17, 1959 the church was under the out-
standing pastoral leadership of Dr. D. Joseph Imler. His pastorate was the longest 
local pastorate in the history of the New England Conference. When he left 
Belmont to become Treasurer of the Board of Pensions of the New England Con-
ference the church was free of all indebtedl!ess and the membership had increased 
to 172 3 persons. 
The Belmont Methodist Church is organized with activities for everyone. 
Church School classes for all ages, including men's and women's groups, are held 
every Sunday at 9:45 A.M. Sunday evening Fellowship groups are held weekly 
for Junior High and Senior High youth, and for older young people. Fellowships 
for Young Married Couples and for Adults are scheduled once a month. The 
church has an active Woman's Society of Christian Service which meets the first 
Tuesday of the month at 12:45 P.M. The Woman's Society is subdivided into 
eleven circles providing opportunities for informal sociability and spiritual growth. 
Other local groups include the Business Women's Fellowship and the Boy Scouts. 
Meeting in this church are such interdenominational groups as Church World 
Service and the Retired Men's Club. 
t 
Minister's Residence: 36 Bellevue Road, Belmont IVanhoe 4-0264 
Associate Minister's Residence: 78 Waban Park, Newton DEcatur 2-6371 
Youth Worker's Residence; Divinity Hall, Cambridge ELiot 4-3433 
•••• 
Stxtotl: Ralph A. Johnson, 42 Hubbard Avenue, Cambridge TR 6·5198 
1Stlmont .:metbobist C!Cbutcb 
€ommon 6treet, neat Cusbing &quate 
•elmont, ;fllassatf)usetts 
Btlcome 
You enter this church not as a stranger, but as a guest of God. He Is your 
Heavenly Father. Come, then, with joy in your heart and thanks on your lips into 
His presence, offering Him your love and service. Be grateful to the strong and 
loyal folk who in the name of Jesus Christ builded this place of worship and to 
all who have beautified it and hallowed it with their prayers and praises. Beseech 
His blessing on those who love this home of faith as the inspiration of their labor, 
rejoicing in the power of the Holy Spirit. May this blessing rest on you, both on 
your going out and your coming in. 
THE REv. ERNEST R. CAsE, Minister 
THE REV. RoBERT J. ELLIOTT, Associate Minister 
Ma. RrcHARD HoRsLEY, Youth Worker 
Da. HENRY H. PRESLER, Minister Abroad Jabalpur, M.P. India 
Mas. C. H. ]ENKINS, Church Secretary 
9-12 a. m. and 1·4 p.m. at the Church Church Phone IV 9..0730 
Fifth Sunday in Lent - April 8, 1962 
®rber n£ ~nrslyip - 10:55 ~· c#fl. 
Whosoever thou art that entereth this church, leave it not 
without a prayer for thyself, for those who minister, and 
for all who worship here. 
TowER CHIMES AND ORGAN 
LIGHTING THE CANDLES 
ORGAN PRELUDE "Andante Expressivo" Heberlein 
INTROIT 
*PROCESSIONAL HYMN No. 301 "Guide me, 0 Thou Great Jehovah" 
*CALL To WoRSHIP 
INvocATION AND Loan's PRAYER 
ANTHEM "He Watching Over Israel" (Elijah) 
NoTicEs 
OFFERTORY Sow "Thy Rebuke" (Messiah) 
*DoXOLOGY 
ScRIPTURE Psalm 130 John 16: 27-33 
PRAYER AND RESPONSE 
Mendelssohn 
Handel 
ANTHEM "How Lovely Are The Messengers" (St. Paul): 
Mendelssohn 
SILENT PRAYER PERIOD directed by the minister 
*HYMN No. 348 "Jesus The Very Thought of Thee" 
SERMON "Ten Minutes Longer!" The Rev. Ernest R. Case 
*REcESSIONAL HYMN No. 277 "A Charge to Keep I Have" 
BENEDICTION (Congregation seated) 
ExTINGUISHING THE CANDLEs - Moments for Meditation 
*PosTLUDE "0 Be Joyful in The Lord" Wilson 
ToWER CHIMES 
* Congregation standing 
Organist and Choir DirecUJr, Mr. Edmund M. MacCioskey 
Soprano, Mrs. Dorothy Schultes Contralto, Mrs. Helen Woodward 
TenoT, Mr. Herman Greene Bass, Mr. Landrum H. Wooren 
Ushers: Wilfred Ritcey, Chm., Richard Gerrold, Asst. Chm., A. Andrews, 
A. Mize, J. Farrell, S. Grant, R. Hobbs, H. Coates, M. Ellison, G. Hayward 
Candlelighter: Brian Peterson; alternate, David Keeler 
Greeters; Mr. and Mrs. Juan Blau 
Guest Book Attendant: Mrs. Kenneth Muirhead 
Chancel Color: Purple. The color of royal mourning is used during periods 
of preparation and penitence, such as Advent and Lent, to signify sadness 
tempered by hope. 
Flowers: The flowers today 'are presented by the Ethel Hall Circle in loving 
memory of their departed members. 
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES 
April 8 - April 14, 1962 
Today, April s: 
9:45 a. m. Church School. Classes for all age groups. 
2:30 p. m. Wesleyans: Young Adult Fellowship. Boston Dist-
rict Rally here. 
3:00p.m. Confirmation Class - Junior Department. 
4:00p.m. Junior High MYF - Social Hall. 
5:00 p. m. Family Fellowship Hour. Buffet Supper, singing and 
sanctuary vesper service at 6:15 - Dr. Emory S. Bucke speaking. 
7:00p.m. Questers: Senior High Fellowship. A movie on Al-
coholism, "Out of Orbit," will be shown. 
Monday, April 9: 
12:30 p. m. Ethel Hall Circle - Gym. 
8:00 p. m. Official Board 
Tuesday, April 10: 
1 00 p.m. True Blue Circle - Parlor. 
7-8:30 p.m. Boy Sco1tts - Gym. 
7:30 p. m. Entire cast. Play rehearsal in sanctuary. 
Wednesday, April 11: 
7:00 a. m. Youth Lenten Breakfast. 
7:30p.m. Entire cast. Play rehearsal in sanctuary. 
8:00p.m. Young Married Couples' Fellowship - Parlor. Pro-
gram: "Conversations with the Ministers." 
Thursday, April 12: 
4:00 p. m. Junior Choir Rehearsal - Choir Room. 
7:00p.m. Bible Study Group - Social Hall. 
7:30p.m. Adult Choir Rehearsal - Parlor. 
Saturday, April 15: 
1-5:00 p. m. Entire cast. Play rehearsal in sanctuary. 
., ., ., 
PALM SUNDAY 
Mext Sunday, April 15th, two great services of worship will be held at 9:30 
and 11 a. m. Both ministers will participate. The Rev. Mr. Elliott will give the 
sermon. There wilt be special music. The sacrament of infant baptism will be 
administered at the first service, and a large class of young people will be con• 
firmed at the second service. 
Nursery, kindergarten, primary and junior departments only will meet at 9:30 
during the first church service. 
On Palm Sunday evening at 7:30p.m., John Masefield's religious drama, Good 
Friday will be presented in the sanctuary under the direction of the Rev. Wil-
liam Hodson. The cast is made up of adult members of our church. 
c 
c 
Palm Sunday, April 15, 1962 
9 :30 A. M. Service 
BAPTISMS 
The following children will be baptized: 
Gifford Kenneth Bartlett, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald W. Bartlett 
90 Duff Street Watertown, Mass. 
Alan George Pike, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Pike, Jr. 
31 Frederick Street, Belmont, Mass. 
Margery Lynn Wells, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Wells 
33 Hillcrest Street Arlington, Mass. 
J. J. J. 
11 :00 A. M. Service 
CONFIRMATION 
The following young people will be received into the full 
membership of the Methodist Church by profession of faith: 
GIRLS 
Sandra Marie Anderberg 
Barbara Stratton Franchi 
Janice Beverly Gardner 
Susan Gerrald 
Darlene Louise Greenland 
BOYS 
Frank Wood Gardner 
Gardner Lovell Hayward 
Robert Allen Ireland 
Donald Hamilton Nicolson 
Ruth Ellen Hodgdon 
Betsy Jayne Pike 
Christine Ann Reid 
Annette Lorraine Ross 
Edward Arthur Ohlin 
Bruce ·wesley Small 
Charles Haig Abdalian, Jr. 
~elmont ;flttbobist Qtburcb 
«:ommon ~treet, near €u~bing ~quare 
JStlmont, ;ffia~~acbu~etts 
mtelcome 
You enter this church not as a stranger, but as a guest of God. He is your 
Heavenly Father. Come, then, with joy in your heart and thanks on your lips into 
His presence, offering Him your love and service. Be grateful to the strong and 
loyal folk who in the name of Jesus Christ builded this place of worship and to 
all who have beautified it and hallowed it with their prayers and praises. Beseech 
His blessing on those who love this home of faith as the inspiration of their labor, 
rejoicing in the power of the Holy Spirit. May this blessing rest on you, both on 
your going out and your coming in. 
THE REv. ERNEST R. CAsE, Minister 
THE REv. RoBERT J. ELLIOTT, Associate Minister 
MR. RICHARD HoRSLEY, Youth Worker 
DR. HENRY H. PRESLER, Minister Abroad Jabalpur, M. P. India 
MRs. C. H. }ENKINS, Church Secretary 
9-12 a.m. and 1·4 p.m. at the Church Church Phone IV 9..0730 
~ --··· ~-----, 
...... l:' ....... ...__, ..... .., __ 
®rbtr of ~orslyip - 9:30 anb 11:00 !--· 4ffil. 
Whosoever thou art that entereth this church, leave it not 
without a prayer for thyself, for: those who minister, and 
for all who worship here. 
TowER CniMES AND ORGAN 
LIGHTING THE CANDLES 
ORGAN PRELUDE "Largo" (Sonata in D Major) 
INTROIT 
*PROCESSIONAL HYMN No. 164 (3rd tune) "All Hail the 
Vivaldi 
Power of Jesus' Name!" 
*CALL TO vVORSHIP 
INVOCATION AND LORD's PRAYER 
SAcRAMENT OF INFANT BAPTIS:\i - 1st service 
RECEPTION OF NEw MEMBERS - 2nd service 
ANTHEM "Ride On" 
NoTicEs 
OFFERTORY Sor.o "The Palms" 
*DOXOLOGY 
ScRIPTURE .Matthew 21: 1-17 
PRAYER AND RESPONSE 
Scott 
Faure 
ANTHEM "Laudate Dominum" M o:::art 
SILENT PRAYER PERIOD 
*HnrN No. 128 "All Glory, Laud and Honor" 
SERMON "A Palm for Christ" THE REv. RoBERT J. ELLIOTT 
*RECESSIONAL HYMN No. 127 "Hosanna, Loud Hosanna" 
BENEDICTION 
ExTINGUISHING THE CANDLES 
*PoSTLUDE "To the Lord Jehovah Shall I Sing" 
TowER CnntEs 
* Congregation standing 
Karg-Elert 
Anna Mary Sanford, First ~Jiolin Robin MacCioskey, cello 
Dorothea Hansen, Second violin Chester Gleason, bassoon 
Ushers: 1st service: H. Becklund, B. Benedict, C. Hanson, C. Shepherd, 
H. Small. 2nd service: A. Andrews, J. Farrell, S. Grant, R. Hobbs, 
A. Mize, G. Hayward. Alternate: B. Carrier, M. Williams, R. Mac-
Millan, H. S. Coates, M. Ellison. 
CandlclightNs: David Keeler; alternate, Neill Grant - 1st service 
James Benedict; alternate, Neill Miner - 2nd service 
GrectC"rs: Mr. and 1-Irs. George E. Husson - 1st service 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold C. Cooper - 2nd service 
Guest Book Attendant: Mr. Carl Anderson - 1st service 
Mrs. James R. Macinnes - 2nd service 
Chancel Color: White, symbolic of purity. \Vhite is used at sacramental 
services - communion and baptism. It is also used on certain festival 
occasions such as Christmas and Easter. 
- ·------· ---- ----·--- ----., ---- c--------- -., -----· ---..~- -· ••·•··-···- ••• 
loving memory of her husband, Mr. John H. Williams; also by the 
Farrell family in loving memory of Miss Margaret Farrell, Mr. Sydney 
T. Farrell and Mr. Fred Farrell. 
The beautiful palms in the Narthex and Sanctuary are presented today by 
Mrs. Hiram N. Rasely in loving memory of her husband, Hiram N. 
Rasely; and by Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Blakelock in loving memory 
of their parents. 
SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITIES 
April 15- April 21, 1962 
Today, April 15 
9:30 A . .M. Clmrch School classes for Nursery, Kindergarten, 
Primary and Junior Departments only. 
4:00 P.M. Junior High M. Y. F. - Social Hall. 
7:30 P.M. John Masefielcl's religious elrama, Good Friday, 
will be presented in the sanctuary under the direction of the 
Rev. William Hodsdon. Questers (Senior High M. Y. F.) 
will attend this Lenten service and have a brief business 
meeting following. 
Maundy Thursday, April 19 
4:00 P.M. Junior Choir Rehearsal - Choir Room. 
7 :30 P. M. Reception of Adult Members. Holy Commun-
ion. Meditation by the Rev. Ernest R. Case. The Youth Con-
firmation Class received on Palm Sunday will sit together to 
take Communion. 
Good Friday, April 20 
12-3:00 P.M. "The Seven Last Words of Jesus" a unified 
service in seven sections with hymns, meditations by the min-
isters and special music. Come for all of the service or for 
one or more sections of the service. You are free to enter 
and leave this service during the singing of the hymn which 
concludes each section. 
EASTER SERVICES 
There will be three identical Easter services next Sunday 
morning at 8:30, 9:45 and 11 A. M. Special music will be pre-
sented by the Youth and Adult Choirs. Mr. Case's sermon is 
entitled "A Victorious Faith!" 
The Nursery, Kindergarten and Primary Departments of the 
Church School only will meet at 9 :45 A. M. 
Offering envelopes for your special gift to the Church next 
Sunday are found in the pew racks today. 
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LENI'EN VESPER SERVICE 
SUnday, March 18, 1962 
6:15 P. M. 
Lighting of Candles 
Prelude "He Goes Before You" 
Call to worship 
Invocation and Lord's Prayer 
Nordman 
*Hymn No, 45 "Now on land and sea descending" 
Offertory Solo "Hold Thou My Hand" Briggs 
{Landrum Wooten, Bass) 
Sermon The Rev, John Snook, Jr* 
*li)'mn No. 197 110 Jesus, Thou art standing" 
Benediction 
Extinguishing of Candles 
Postlude 11Sortie" Blake 
**** 
Candle lighter: Jerold Harvey 
Alternate: Neill Miner 
**** 
Next Sunday we enjoy a Family Fellowship hour with 
buffet supper prepared by the Adult Fellowship at 
5 o'clock prior to the Vesper Service, The Rev. Dr. 
Robert Treese of Boston University will be the speak-
er at that service, 
GOOD FRIDAY PROGRESS REPORT 
(or) 
Cast at Last! 
The director is pleased to announce the following 
cast for John Masefield's Good Friday to be produced 
at 8 P. M. on Palm Sunday evening J.n our sanctuary • 
Pilate: V.Jayne Donaldson 
Procula: Mildred Churchill 
Longinus: Allan Coombs 
Chief Citizen: Don Seamonds 
Madman: Byron Churchill 
Sentry: Bill Holaday 
Joseph: Joe Holaday 
Herod: Ray Nordlund 
The soldiers, servants and the Jewish Rabble, the rab-
ble being the actual protagonist of the play, have 
been undertaken by the Young Adult Fellowship as a 
group project. 
There are just four weeks of rehearsal ahead of us 
and they will be spent in concentrated work. We are 
still in need of a Stage Manager and ladies willing 
to help with costuming. You can join this able crew 
if you want to • 
**** 
CHURCHLIGHr !OTICEl 
-
The March-April issues of the Churchlight will be com-
bined and published about the 1oth of April, 
**** 
A set of keys found in the driveway February 28th are 
still waiting to be claimed at the church office. 
**** 
' ( 
(! 
ADDITIONAL OOSTUlV::ES: 
Sentry and Soldiers 
Undergarment: ·runic: short sleeve, to above knee 
Sentry: white muslin 
Soldiers: medium brown rayon 
Overgarment: armor breastplate with skirt 
Sentry: buckram painted aluminum 
Soldiers: brown quilted material 
Headwear: crested helmets, no ornament 
Footwear: open, leather sandals 
Props: Sentry: spear, sand in container 
Soldiers: short sword 
The Jewish Rabble 
Overgarment: Tunic: long sleeved to ankle (solid 
colors in pastel shades) 
Girdle: contrasting color of cotton strips 
Headwear: head and neck cloth to shoulders 
(varicolored materials) 
Footwear: open,leather sandals 
7/. 
KEY TO HIEROGLYPHICS 
Symbol: 
PO Pontius Pilate 
PRO Procula 
LO Long in us 
LE Chief Citizen 
M Madman 
SE Sentry 
JO Joseph 
HE Herod 
1 Citizen 1 
2 II 2 
3 II 3 
4 II 4 (Peter) 
x or X cross 
X-OR cross to center right 
X-C, ,DL cross to center, then to do1m-left 
0' turn right 
~ turn left 
o'c) f1'c..- turn and face down center 
ex or 
en or 
FC. 
FC. 12 
I 
I 
~/ 
IT\ 
OR 
Xl, X2 
EX 
EN 
exits 
enters 
face 
face 12 o'clock 
step back 
step forward 
off right 
OR J--/ 1.2. same meaning 
refers to diagrammed movement 
AR or AL apron ri:::;ht and left below steps 
indicates light cue 
indicates sound cue 
,. 
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GOOD FRIDAY 
A Dramatic Poem 
By 
JOHN MASEFIELD 
BAKER'S PLAYS 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
COPYRIGHT, 1915 AND 1916, BY }OHN MASEFIELD 
COPYRIGHT IN RENEWAL, 1943, BY }OHN MASEFIELD 
GooD FiuDAY 
GOOD FRIDAY 
CHARACTERS 
PoNTIUS PILATE, Procurator of Jud(Ea. 
PROCULA, his wife. 
LoNGINUS, a Centurion. 
A JEw, leader of the Rabble. 
A MADMAN. 
A SENTRY. 
JosEPH OF RAMAH. 
HEROD. 
SoLDIERS, SERVANTs, THE JEWISH RABBLE, LoiTERERs, 
IDLERS. 
3 
THE SCENE: The pavement, or paved court, outside the 
Roman Citadel in Jerusalem. At the back is the barrack 
wall, pierced in the centre with a double bronze door, 
weathered to a green color. On the right and left sides 
of the stage are battlemented parapets overlooking the 
city. The stage or pavement is approached by stone 
steps from the front, and by narrow stone staircases in 
the wings, one on each side, well forward. These steps 
are to suggest that the citadel is high up above the town, 
and that the main barrack gate is below. THE CHIEF 
CITIZEN, THE RABBLE, JosEPH, THE MADMAN, HEROD, 
and THE LoiTERERS, etc., enter by these steps. PILATE, 
PRc•cULA, LoNGINUS, THE SoLDIERs and SERVANTS en-
ter by the _bronze doors. 
4 
GOOD FRIDAY 
A DRAMATIC POEM 
PILATE. 
Longinus. 
LONGINUS. 
Lor-d. 
PILATE. (Giving scroll) 
Your warrant. Take the key. 
Go to Barabbas' cell and set him free, 
The mob has chosen him. 
LONGINUS. 
And Jesus? 
PILATE. 
Wait. 
He can be scourged and put outside the gate, 
With warning not to make more trouble here. 
See that the sergeant be not too severe. 
I want to spare him. 
LON GIN US. 
And the Jew, the Priest, 
Outside? 
PILATE. 
I'll see him now. 
LONGINUS. 
·Passover Feast. 
Always brings trouble, Lord. All shall be done. 
Dismiss? 
PILATE. 
Dismiss. ( Ezit LON GIN US. 
5 
1) H c ;. , !":. 
.1) A L t.. 
- De wAI 
1.1 ~., Fv L:... 
L up full 
House dovm 
Music 
PO seated at table UR 
___ _l'ilate's 2nd action 
CF-sAR FP..AVCK - SJMPf-/oNY /A./]) 
F;Rsr fl1ovEM£A.JI 
PO rise 6 GOOD FRIDAY ----~here's blood about the sun, 
This earthquake weather presses on the brain. 
PRO EN UC (OL) 
---p'l'l'"7'!o~,__,P...,R ..... o.......--~-.!..---.-- .. --.- --------You? 
Pilate's Action 
PROCULA. 
Dear, forgive me, if I come again 
About this Jesus, but I long to know 
What Herod said .. Did he dismiss him? 
PILATE. 
He sent him back for me to try, 
The charge being local. 
PROCULA. 
No. 
Have you tried _him? 
PILATE. 
Ay, 
Henceforth he will be kept outside the walls, 
Now, listen, wife: whatever dream befalls, 
Never again send word to me in Court 
To interrupt a case. The Jews made sport 
Of what you dreamed and what you bade me fear 
About this Jesus man. The laws are clear. 
(sit, doesn't 
her eyes) 
CLl-7PO 
I must apply them. askin~ nothin~ more 
Than the proyed truth Now tell me of your dream~r iS e X t 0 
What was it? Tell me, then. 
PROCULA. ,/ 
I saw a gleam 
Reddening the world out of a blackened sky, 
Then in the horror came a hurt thing's cry 
Protesting to the death what no one heard. 
PILATE. 
What did it say? 
PROCULA. 
A cry, no spoken word 
But crying, and a horror, and. a sense 
Of one poor man's naked intelligence, 
rise •• xDL 
GOOD FRIDAY 
Pitted against the world and being crushed./ 
Then, waking, there was noise ; a rabble rushed 
Following this Jesus here, crying for blood, 
Like beasts half-reptile in a jungle mud. 
And all the horror threatening in the dim, 
7 12 3' 1' 
face out In what I dreamed of, seemed to threaten him. 
So in my terror I sent word to yqg._ . 
Be~ing you dearly to have nought to do 
Wit that wise man. 
to® 
~rocula's action 
. 
PILATE. 
I grant he says wise things.----·· 
Too wise by half, and too mt,tch wisdom brings 
Trouble, I find. It disagrees with men. 
We must protect hirn from his wisdom, then. 
PROCULA. 
What have you done to him ? 
PiiATE. 
Made it more hard 
For him to wrangle in the Temple yard 
Henceforth, I hope. 
x RC 
·-·-- (l}n~er ~-O!"(;I~~~:_) ---· ---~-------......,~.::<f~o~m=-:,;A~R~t~o;-.:D:;;...;:;.C ____ _ ~@X@ . PROCULA. 
You have not punished him? 
PILATE. 
Warned him. 
LoNGINUS. 
The envoy from the Sanhedrin 
Is here, my lord. 
PILATE. ~/ 
Go. I must see him. Stay~· 
You and your women, keep within today. · 
It is the Jewish Feast and blood runs high 
Against us Romans when the zealots cry PRO_ (\}' 
Songs of their old Deliverance through the land.--------r · c:_ 
Stay, yet Lord Herod says that he has planned 
To visit us tonight, have all prepared. 
~t:) ~DR 
v/2. 
Cloud Effect~ 2tree~ 
Down t 
C-
0 
1. Up ful.i. 
PO· 
Cb1ef Q1tjzen's. Action 
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8 GOOD FRIDAY 
PROCULA. 
I would have gone to Herod had I dared, 
To plead for this man Jesus. All shall be 
Made ready. Dear, my dream oppresses· me. [Exit. ex. -UO • • 
PILATE. 
It is this earthquake weather: it will end 
After a shock. Farewelh-:----- ·--------
(Enter CHIEF CITIZEN ) 
CHIEF CIT. 
Hail, Lord and friend. 
I come about a man in bonds with you, 
One Jesus, leader of a perverse crew 
That haunts the Temple. 
PILATE. 
Yes, the man is here. 
CHIEF CIT. 
Charged with sedition? 
PILATE. 
It did not appear 
That he had been seditious. It was proved 
That he had mocked at rites which people loved. 
No more than that. I have just dealt with him. 
You wish to see him? 
SITS UR 
CHIEF CIT. 
No. the Sanhedrim -----XUC 
Send me to tell you of his proved intent. 
You know how, not long since, a prophet went 
Through all Jud<ea turning people's brains 
With talk of One coming to loose their chains? 
PILATE. 
John the Baptiser whom old Herod killed. 
PO react 
CHIEF CIT. 
-------·--------.:.J-he Jews expect that word to be fulfilled, 
They think that One will come. This Jesus claims 
To be that Man, Son of the Name of Names, 
GOOD FRIDAY 
The Anointed King who will arise and seize 
Israel from Rome and you. · Such claims as these 
Might- be held mad in other times than ours. 
PILATE. 
He is not mad. 
CHIEF CIT. 
But when rebellion lowers 
As now, from every hamlet, every farm, 
One word so uttered does unreckoned harm. 
9 
stalks PO 
PILATE. (increased interest) 
How do you know this? 
CHIEF CIT. 
From a man, his friend, 
Frightened by thought of where such claims 
would end. 
There had been rumors, yet we only heard 
The fact but now. We synd you instant word. 
PILATE. -------------~---~--· ·----·-----
y esf This is serious news. Would I had ,known. 
But none the less, this Jesus is alone. 
A common country preacher, as men say, 
E I) _ _,_ _____ NNo more than that, he leads no big array ; 
J o one believes his claim? 
CHIEF CIT. 
At present, no. 
'He had more· friends a little while ago, 
Before he made these claims of being King. 
PILATE. 
You know about him, then? ( PRo13tAJG-~ 
CHIEF CIT. 
His ministering 
Was known to us, of course. 
PILATE. 
And disapproved? 
----po rise, xdr xDR 
@xnc 
10 
xDL · · · be. 
EYE CONTACT 
GOOD FRIDAY 
CHIEF CIT. 
Not wholly, no; some, truly; some we loved. 
At_fl~J>.Lh.~ _o~!Y..P!.~~h~~ He preaches well. 
PILATE. 
What of? (hold) 
CHIEF CIT. 
Of men, and of escapf from hell 
By good deeds done/ J.lut :vhen he. learned his power 
And flatterers came, t!Rn, m an evtl hour, 
As far as I can judge, his head was turned. 
A few days past, from all that we have learned 
He made this claim, and since persists therein. 
LEAD£7<. 15' 
A CT/C 1(, 
----·--------·----Deluders are best checked when they begin. 
So, when we heard it from this frightened friend, 
We took this course to bring it to an end. 
PILATE. 
xDL ______ ---~-----____Rig_htly. I thank you}- Do I understand 
xDR, counter---------
That friends have fallen.from him since he planned 
To be this King? 
CHIEF CIT. 
They have, the most part. 
PILATE. 
Why? 
What makes them turn? 
CHIEF CIT. 
The claim is blasphemy 
Punished by death under the Jewish laws. 
PILATE. 
And under ours, if sufficient cause 
Appear, and yet, if all the Jews despise 
This claimant's folly, would it not be wise 
To pay no heed, not make important one 
Whom all contemn? 
CHIEF CIT. 1\ 
His evil is not done. I t---.7 PO 
His claim persists, the rabble's mind will turn. ; 
--------------- .----------- -
GOOD FRIDAY 
Better prevent him, Lord, by being stern. 
The man has power. 
PILATE. 
That is true, he has. 
CHIEF CIT. 
His is the first claim since the Baptist was, 
Better not let it thrive~ 
PILATE. 
11 
2 lffO/)S 
It does not thrive . ,..~-----
CHl~rilT~~eds prosper, Lord, if left alive.-~ 
The soil is ripe for such a weed as this. 
The Jews await a message such as his, 
The Anointed Man, of whom our Holy Boo s 
Prophesy much. The Jewish people looks 
For Him to come. 
PILATE. ~ @) ~/ 
These ancient prophecies 
Are drugs to keep crude souls from being wise. 
Time and aga~n Rome proves herself your friend, ---------- X D L - - - b 1( 
Then some mad writing brings it to an end. 
Time and again, until my heart is sick. 
Dead prophets spreading madness in the quick. ( AAG(< y- SAD) 
And now this Jesus whom I hoped to savej 
Have you the depositions? 
CHIEF CIT. 
Yes, I have. 
PILATE. 
Give me. 
CHIEF CIT. X .DR This is the docquet. 
PILATE. ( PAUSE) 
'REA- .D This is grav~. 
CHIEF CIT. 
I thought that you would think so. 
7f. 
v-..1 3 
12 GOOD FRIDAY 
PILATE. 
I will learn 
What he can say to this· and then return. 
Wait. I must speak. Although I shall not spare 
Anyone, man or woman, who may dare 
To make a claim that threatens Roman rule, 
·I do not plan to be a priestly tool. i I know your Temple plots {',L.p....:r::::e;::te::.n_d....---n-o-c-t ...-h-e-re _______ __,. 
That you, the priest, hold me, the Roman, dear. 
You, like the other Jews, await this. King 
-· Who is to set you free, who is to ding 
rD6", )\ ~if£' Rome down to death, as your priests' brains suppose. 
\.L:V -~=::::::_--~--4-------This case of Jesus shows it, plainly shows. 
He and his claim were not "at once disowned; 
You waited, while you thought " He shall be throned, 
We will support him, if he wins the crowd." 
--~---You would have, too. He would have been endowed 
With all your power to support his claim 
Had he but pleased the rabble as at first. 
But, since he will not back the priestly aim, 
Nor stoop to lure the multitude, you thirst 
To win my favor by denouncing him. 
-----------.This rebel does not suit the Sanhedrim. 
I know. : The next one may. 
CHIEF CIT. 
You wrong us, Sire. 
PILATE. 
Unless he blench, you 'complish your desire 
.3 
X uC 
{ 
G 
X Dt 
(-.:;'· / 1/ With Jesus, though; there is no king save Rome 
___ P_L_. _(.l_-_l<_'_~_· _ l_':f4-_. __ ~~-::~--- H~re, while I hold the reins. Wa~ti~}/~I~~~~.-• ...::d=-t-_...:.'--- l)C: __ 
f/1_/ r;£: _____-THE MADMAN. CiiiJ;J ~~ ~ ~a~~a~~ n 
_ -~--- Lilies brighter than any, a--->-- -1/-f 
Etv A L - . _ _ . White lilies picked for the Feast. 
J4-;f,' ·+ ~ DR_ (He enters, tapping with hi® { C J I am a poor old man who cannot see, 
GOOD FRIDAY 
Will the great noble present tell to me 
If this is the Paved Court? 
CHIEF CIT. 
It is. 
71 .. 
13 
MADMAN. 
Beg for a prisoner's f_:c:.r..:.ee.:..:d:;.:o;...m""?'---Wh-e_r_e_m_~_:_ ___ ~_ -~-{t~Q~AN)~---f~<: ~(qt<j ___ . 
CHIEF CIT. 
Yes. What then ? 
MADMAN. 
I come to help the choosing_. __ _ 
CHIEF CIT. 
You can go. 
MADMAN. 
Where, lord? (Ltt}) 
CHIEF CIT. 
Why, home. You hear that noise below, 
Or are you deaf? 
MADMAN. 
No, lordship, only. blind. 
CHIEF CIT. 
Come this-day-next-year if you have the mind. 
This year you come too late, go home again. 
MADMAN. 
Lord. Is the prisoner loosed? - ------ ·· 
CHIEF CIT. 
Yes, in the lane. 
Can'you not hear them cry "Barabbas" there? 
MADMAN. 
Barabbas, Lord? 
CHIEF CIT. 
(~ 
The prisoner whom they bear 
In triumph home. 
X uP 2. rrEP5, 
14 GOOD FRIDAY 
~--MADMAN. 
Barabbas? 
CHIEF CIT. 
Even he. 
MADMAN. 
Are not you wrong, my Lord? 
CHIEF CIT. 
Why should I be? 
MADMAN. 
There was another man in bonds, most kind 
To me, of old, who suffer, being blind. 
Surely they called for him? One Jesus? No? 
CHIEF CIT. 
The choice was made a little while ago. 
Barabbas is set free, the man you name 
Is not to be released. 
MADMAN. 
And yet I came 
Hoping to see him loosed. 
CHIEF CIT. 
He waits within 
Till the just pain is fitted to his sin. 
C 
1 
T S. ~ A T! It will go hard with him, or I mistake. 
1-\t<.. ------------Pray God it may. 
MADMAN. 
I sorrow for his sake. 
CHIEF CIT. 
God's scathe. 
• 
_____________ __(Enter more ]EWS.) ( t10Rt1ER.) 
---"-----
MADMAN. 
A penny for the love of Heaven. 
A given penny is a sin forgiven. 
Only a penny, friends. 
---f/ 
v 
~~~-~----~---=--·-- -- --
GOOD FRIDAY 
FIRST CIT. 
The case was proved. He uttered blasphemy. 
Yet Pilate gives him stripesf the man should die. 
THIRD CIT. [ .4 Bl>.4 Ll A A/) 
Wait here awhile. It is not over yet. 
This is the door, the man shall pay his debt. 
After the beating they will let him go 
And we shall catch him. 
SECOND CIT. 
We will treat him so 
That he will not be eager to blaspheme 
So glibly, soon. 
THIRD .CIT. 
We will. 
FIRST CIT. 
Did Pilate seem 
To you, to try to spare him? 
SECOND CIT. 
The Roman dog. 
Ay, he did, 
THIRD CIT. 
We will not-.--=----------
SECOND CIT. 
God forbid. 
FIRST CIT. 
Well, we'll stay here,\ 
SECOND CIT. 
We will anoint this King. 
CHIEF CIT. 
'--- ----
You talk of Jesus?------------------------·----
FIRST CIT. 
Yes. 
CHIEF CIT. 
I had to bring 
~0. 
(:I TIZEif,S 
~ 4R.-- -DL 
(j) XDL 
SToP /)L 
-- X 1>L -> I::C 
v/s 1 
--~-~- --~ ·--·-- -----~-.........._ __________ .,_ .. ,-.~,..--
. ··~ 
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16 GOOD FRIDAY 
News from the Temple but a minute past, 
Today is like to be King Jesus' last. 
FIRST CIT. 
So? 
CHIEF CIT . 
It is sure. Wait here a little while. 
------------- ·----· ... ___________________ r 
FIRST CIT. 
We mean to, Lord. His tongue shall not defile 
Our Lord again, by God. 
CHIEF CIT. 
By a happy chance-------
There came a hang-dog man with looks askance, 
Troubled in mind, who wished to speak with us. 
He said that he had heard the man speak thus 
That he was the Messiah, God in man. 
He had believed this, but his doubts began 
When Jesus, not content, claimed further things ; 
To be a yoke upon the necks of Kings, 
Emperor and Priest. Then, though he found 
him kind 
In friendship, he was troubled. With bowed mind 
He came to us and swore what Jesus claimed. 
This Emperor over Kings will now be tamech---------
_/;, VoicEs. V) Will Pilate back the priests? 
CHIEF CIT. 
He cannot fail.-.-------· 
It threatens Roman power. 
A VoiCE. ~Listen, friends, Pilate is com'ng; hark! the itting ends. No. 'Tis th Bench. 
(Th bene~ is set b~ SLAVES.) . 
What ~ill Lord Pilate do? 
CLoS. 
You Nubian 
Is the man c 
A SLAVE. 
GOOD FR 
E SLAVES do 
to the Jew. 
The circu ised will see 
When Rome i ready. 
(Goes in and shuts t e door.) 
17 
@)A VoiCE. 
There. They nail a tre~:----- .. ----~ (/~'•1 
They make a cross, for those are spikes being driven. ~
He's damned. 
/ A VoicE. 
Not so, he still may be forgiven. 
The cross may be for one of those two thieves. 
3 A VOICE. 
I had forgotten them. 
A VoiCE. 
This man believes 
That Pilate was inclined to let him go. 
2. SECOND CIT. 
That was before this charge came. 
A VOICE. 
Even so 
This Roman swine is fond of swine like these. 
2. A VOICE. ( ) 
Come, Pilate, come. SHouT 
3 A VOICE. 
He will not have much ease 
This Paschal Feast, if Jesus is not cast. 
2.. A VOicE. 7---- Q VFJ"T! oA.J 
There is the door. Lord Pilate comes at last.--·---------
N o. 'Tis the trumpet. -
(A TRUMPETER comes out.) 
. ----- --------------~------®@~) 
18 GOOD FRIDAY 
VoicEs. 
Blow the trumpet, friend. 
I A VOICE. Roman. Recruit. When will the sitting end? 
2. VoicEs. 
Fling something at him. Roman. 
3 A VoicE. 
Oh, have done. 
He will not hang until the midday sun. 
And we shall lose our sleeps. Let sentence pass. 
;)_ A VoicE. (Singing) {_t).?F- Olj A PRo/\) 
As I came by the market I heard a woman sing : 
"My love did truly promise to wed me with a ring, 
~- ·. But, oh, my love deceived me and left me here forlorn 
Gd 4~;~~ ~ w f_t> At1 !3§ f.~ -----------W~~r:;X spirit full of sorrow, and my baby to be 
PETG~ : YoU 1J (;- PAR.KJ 
) 
0 N I tiE DEF.EAJSIIJE_ 
A VoiCE. 
Why are you standing here? 
A VoicE. 
I came to see. 
3 A VoicE. 
Oh, did you so? 
t/- A VoicE. 
Why do you look at me? 
I A VOICE. 
You were his friend: you come from Galilee. 
tf A VoiCE. 
I do not. 
A VoicE. 
Yes, you do. 
L/- A VoicE. 
I tell you, No. 
I A VoicE. You know this man quite well. 
4 A VoiCE. GOOD FRIDAY 
One thing about him. 
3 A VoicE. 
I do not know 
Does he know the cur? 
-----I A VOICE. 
Ay, but denies. He was his follower. 
tj. A VoicE. 
I was not. 
J A VoicE. 
Why, I saw you in the hall, 
I watched you. 
tfA VoiCE. 
I was never there at all. 
:2._ A vOICE. 
So he would be a King. 
3 A VoiCE. 
That was the plan. 
Lj. A VoiCE. 
I swear to God I never saw the man. 
3 A VOICE. 
He did; you liar; fling him down the stair. 
LfA VoicE. 
I did not, friends. I hate the man, I swear. 
3 VOICES. 
You swear too much for truth, down with him. sons. 
Leave him, here's Pilate_ Ct7S, :fj:. · 
(Enter LONGINUS and SOLDIERS.) 
-c H LONG! NUS. 
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:..:.M:...:I~,f/~&-:::_ _____ :;;;:::tand back. Keep further back. Get down the stair, 
Stop all this wrangling. Make less babble there. 
Keep back yet further. See you keep that line. 
Silence. These J ewi~h pigs. 
I 
@~ Uc. X ))L- - l>t.. 
LEJJ)L~ 
-~CA.c.~ C il$, MusT ?t<ov;O~ 
McJTIVATt6 tJ 
~ I \ 
I \ 
J 'I 
~; ~I ~ 
r'<li 
\ 
\ 
! 
1 
! 
\ 
\ 
' 
i C'Ltf<-(A X 
CJ-a 5Fott.ew le<· Sil~AvJ 
TRui'1P& TE R 
OF;:: L 
----.. ~·-----
20 
As 1 PE. 
( 1/vllJEf< ) CONFLICT 
@) C/?owD 
GOOD FRIDAY 
THE JEWS. 
The Roman· swine. 
(Enter PILATE.) 
Lord. 
PILATE. 
No Jew here thinks him KiRg. 
They want his blood. 
LoNGINus. 
They would want anything 
That wou!d beguile the hours until the Feast. 
PILATE. 
I would be glad to disappoint the priest. ----
I like this Jesus man. A man so wise 
Ought not to end through crazy prophecies. 
Still, he persists. 
LONGINUS. 
They are a stubborn breed. 
The medicine Cross is what they mostly need. 
PILATE. 
Still, this man is, in fact, a kind of king, 
A God beside these beasts who spit and sting, 
The best Jew I have known. 
LONGINUS. 
He had his chance. 
PILATE. 
C(;lv il IC T [ 0, yes, he had. We'll let the Jews advance 
Into the court. I tried to set him free. 
BE A I C/11\Jfr . Still, if he will p~rstst, the thmg must be. 
· A.nd yet I am sor!:Y. 
LONGINUS. 
. I 
LCIVG-/Nu 5 
I am sorry, too. 
Acrtol\, 
AL _£ 
n 
GOOD FRIDAY 
He seemed a good brave fellow, for a Jew. 
Still, when a man is mad there is no cure 
But death, like this. 
PiLATE. 
LONGINUS. 
• Shall I begin ? 
PILATE. 
LoNGINUS. 
I fear so. 
I am sure. 
Yes. 
21 
Sound the Assembly. (Trumpet.) 
Sound 
----------·------------
. --·--·---___..~--K------
The Imperial call. (Trumpet.) 
-== 
PILATE. 
--~----ARC;-/ Dowt/ Yz-
________ -~--.....;...;...;;;.:..._;;;;_.:.._..:;.....::_;;;;.__ ____ _ 
----------------You people, gathered.round, 
Behold your King. 
VoiCES. I Z. 3 HoLD Vi/; Til; J.j 
Our King. I see him. Where? 
2 That heap of clothes behind the. soldiers there. ) ARC 1-1 D D 1-t N Y 
- He has been soundly beaten.l;took, he bleeds. B '31 _ . ~HE fL( 
3 A cross on Old Skull Hill il~at he needs. ~.c W.cEJv 1 
PILATE. 
What would you, then, that I should do to him? ~ J 
VoicEs. ~ 
i Stone the blasphemer, tear him limb from limb, DL ~~X_ .~1--
2 Kill him with stones, he uttered blasphemy, -// . /1/; 
3 Give him to us, for us to crucify. 4rr-_ - -1~.::-._ ... ~ 
ALt-Crucify! ~/V~ 
PILATE. 
Would you crucify your King? 
VoicEs. 
3 He is no t' g of ours; we have no King 
But Cresar. Crucify! A L. L-
-PILATE. 
Bring pen and ink.---='----------
r-> 
~ 
----------· ------------------------~----~----
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-------- LoNGINUS. L 
Hold up the prisoner, Lucius, give him drink. 
PILATE. 
I come to sentence. 
SERVANT. ~i~~~ things, my lord. 
PILATE. ,/·- ., -~ 
Fasten the ·parchment\to thepiece of board.: 
So. I will write. --- · · · 
VOICES. 
What does his writing mean? 
It is the sentence of this Nazarene, 
Condemning him to death. A little while 
And he'll be ours. See Lord Pilate smile. 
Why does he smile? 
PILATE. 
Longinus. 
LONGINUS. 
Lord. 
PILATE. 
Come here. 
Go to that man, that upland targeteer, 
I want this writ in Hebrew. Bid him write 
Big easy letters that will catch the sight. 
LONGINUS. 
I will, my lord. Make way. [Exit LONGINUS. 
A VoiCE. ......----~ 
What's on the~~~!Hi 
A VoicE. 
It gives the prisoner into his control 
To nail to death, the foul blaspheming beast. 
A VOICE. 
D'you think he will be dead before the Feast? 
A VoicE. 
They'll spear him if he lingers until dark. 
GOOD FRIDAY 
2 A VOICE. 
When Feast begins he will be stiff and stark. 
There's little life in him as it is. 
3VOICES. 
We'll hanuner iron through those hands of his, 
And through his ~et, and when the cross is set 
Jolt it; remember. I )IIQU not forget. 
lV \ I A VOICE. 
Here comes the sentence. 
(Enter LoNGINUS.) 
I A VOICE. 
23 
Wait; it is not signed. 
3 A VoiCE. 
Come to the hill, you will be left behind. 
I want a good place at the. cross's foot. 
2A VOICE. 
I''ve got a stone for when they move the brute.-------
Besides, I mean to bait him on the way. 
I'll spatter him with filth. 
STOOP ...S 
3A VoiCE. 
No, come awi:LaY¥--- ------- -- e )(A~ 
PILATE.--·--.. --···-···---
Imperial finding in the High Priest's suit. 
In the name of Caesar and of Rome. 
LoNGINUS. 
PILATE.' 
I, Procurator of Judrea, say 
That Jesus, called the King, be led away 
To death by crucifixion, here and now. 
In the name of Cresar and of Rome. • • • 
LoNGINus. ( A-r c R ) 
To the sentence of the court. 
-·· -r:Erx D L ~r~'* 
Salute. 
We h-::o:..:w:__ _____ _ 
(ji) X D L 
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PILATE. 
See sentence done. 
-- ::=::=-Jhis is your warrant. 
---- ..•. -- LONGINUS. 
-----
Sentence shall be done. 
V ~~:y~riends,~urry. ,ep a plac~or me. Get th re befor they co , then we shall see 
All of e nailin and the xing on. 
PILATE. 
Longinus. \ ~ 
LoNGINUS. 
Lord. 
PILATE. 
(_ 
Display this scroll upon 
-----~~~--' The head of Jesus' cross, that men may read. r 
Wait; I'll declare it publicly . .K:[:lke heed. . . . _ 
I add this word, that over Jesus' head 
This scroll shall be displayed till he is dead. 
Show it, Longinus. Read it if you choose. 
VOICES. 
2- "Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews." I 
3 We'll make ~ King, we'll set him up in state. 
At Golgotha~ome; drag him through the gate. 
----. -- Give him his cross. Come, soldiers. 
CHIEF CIT. 
Israel, wait. 
Wait. I must speak. Lord Pilate. 
aside. o o o 
Lord Pilate. Lord. 
f) C.. 
~--------------~--
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SENTRY. 
Stand back . X DC.. 
. MADMAN. 
I'll speak. )( 7) (_ 
SENTRY. 
I'll tame you with th~ ~~ (/1.--- J~J-~~ 
MADMAN. 
Lord Pilate, Jesus is an upright man, 
I heard his teaching since it first began. 
Spare him, great King. ( ~ ) 
SENTRY. . U . 14*~~c,~fv-J 
@ J!"-o .. it J--<-.. _,.<..-e_.O_ o..'L ...... -~ 
Kill me instead. 
You are mistaken, Lord, you are mp· led. \ 
Get down. 
MADMAN. 
vl<.'--4..~=---------<He never said this thing. (He is beaten aside.) @_~ )( "RA. 
dM.<_vv--. o>-- LONGINUS. 
. The company,--------@ --?' vC ...g_,x.. CCJO f2. DR. · Attention. Front. Take up the prisoner1 By 
' ~he left, quick wheel. Down to the courtyLar-ar,"-w-,hr-e-e..-l. _____ (§)?'P-O~-x-.· CJt:( 
~- (THE TROOPS go out by the doors, into the barracksr so 
)L as to reach the main gate from within. The PRIS- ARCH -ra Full 
k~x 
A'/Z 
ONER is not shown, but only suggested.) 
A VOICE. 
He cannot lift hi~I saw him reel. 
A VoicE. 
We'll find a man to bring it. Hurry, friends. ~~ ~ 
Three to be nailed. ________ , __ r!:/L_0___(1_15__-:__~ · 
A VoicE. 
The thieves will make good ends ; 
They always do. This fellow will die soon. 
A VoiCE. 
The troops will spear them all before full moon. 
Come; watch them march them out. 
· Get mud to fling. 
L-® 
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(They hurry down the staircase 0. P. side.) 
@ (p('\ @_-:::/ 6 ~---.· . ·--C~;;·C~~~-(_T_o_P_I~:TE) 
'--r;:' ~-':>' ~ Lord Pilate, do not write "Jesus the King," 
-L-t.L.-J .tLGLc u..:J.....__ .-J!t.c~ But that" He called himself,' Jesus the King.'" 
r;~,.:. ' PILATE. ~ 0!t X c.C..s<.-1C G.C. -'uJ::::)._/\.-" Empty this~here. (~does.) 
...:tc- u,L. Remove this board. 
Take in the bench. 
(:':-(': 3 
CHIEF CIT. 
-------- -~---- I have to ask, my lord, 
That you will change the wording of your scroll, 
My lord, it cuts my people to the soul. 
PILATE. 
Tell Caius Scirrus that I want him. [Exit SERVAN'¥. 
~~·-~, So. ( 1 o C:HiEF CIT.) 
What I have written, I have written. Go . 
. -&t:;. DL-- AL --~--------(E:rit_C!_!IEFCITI_ZEN. PILATE watches him. A yell 
below as the TROOPS march out from the main gate. 
LoNGINus' voice is heard shouting.) 
LONGINUS. ~ 
• Right wheel. Quick march. --@-'VIA.. UC. 
·--------------------
---------- Close up. Keep your files close. 
. «I~. is played, oboe and trumpet. PILATE goes 
---tXJr 72:;'. ----- zn;t e' ROOPS salute, the bronze doors are closed, but ~ ~ a SENTRY stands outside them. THE MADMAN re-G-o g Fell r: ~\.1 7 o S! P '\L\L_ mains.) ------------~~~--~~----~~~ 
CuE 
MADMAN. • 
They cut my face, there'i&I'C2od)upon my brow. 
So, let it run, I am an old man now, 
An old, blind beggar picking filth for bread. 
Once I wore silk, drank wine, 
Spent gold on women, feasted, all was mine; 
But this uneasy current in my head 
Burst, one full moon, and cleansed me, then I saw 
Truth like a perfect crystal, life its flaw, 
TRAcK 
C r:: I H E C H A R.. 10 TEE i<. S '' 
/;)~c.. 
X. t/L 
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I told the world, but I was mad, they said. 
I had a valley farm above a brook, 
My sheep bells there were sweet, 
And in the summer heat 
My mill wheels turned, yet all these thi~s they took ; 
Ah, and I gave them, all things I forsook 
But that green blade of wheat, 
AT ToP STEP DC. 
My own soul's courage, that they did not take. 
I will go on, although my old heart ache.-------~ Q-f-, A 7<_ 
Not long, not long. 
Soon I shall pass behind 
This changing veil to that which does not change, 
My tired feet will range 
In some green valley of eternal mind 
Where Truth is daily like the water's song. 
(Enter the CHIEF CITIZEN.) 
CHIEF CIT. 
Where is Lord Pilate? 
MADMAN. 
Gone within. 
CHIEF CIT. 
You heard 
The way he spoke to me? 
MADMAN. 
No, not a word. 
The dogs so bayed for blood, I could not hear. 
Ask the tall sentry yonder with taesp@ar. , 1 
CHIEF CIT. . HE WAS rtER.L ~-~ /1-j;--IU>- h-
I wish to see Lord Pilate. ---------~-----~---- --~. ------- L: ;< -V.1f1--~ 7F ~ 
- v Uu '-
SENTRY. '\ 
CHIEF CIT. 
Stand aside. (O'LoC /( s) ~
WAY 'l ~ s~ u Send word to him ; I cannot be denied. I have to see him; it concerns the State 
Urgently, too, I tell you. 
~·· 
) 
SENTRY<) 
Acrtc V 
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SENTRY. 
It can wait. 
CHIEF CIT. 
It may mean bloodshed. 
SENTRY. 
Bloodshed is my trade. 
A sentry's orders have to be obeyed 
The same as God's, that you were talking of. 
CHIEF CIT. 
I tell you, I must see him. 
SENTRY. 
That's enough. 
You cannot now. 
MADMAN. 
The soldier's words are true. 
CHIEF CIT. 
Could you send word? 
SENTRY. 
Sir, I have answered you. 
CHIEF CIT. 
Those words that Pilate wrote, the Hebrew screed, 
May cause a riot. 
MADMAN. 
Yes? 
CHIEF CIT. 
And death. 
SENTRY. 
Indeed. 
You got the poor man's life, what would you more? 
CHIEF CIT. 
Means to see Pilate. 
SENTRY. 
As I said before, 
You cannot. Stand away. A man like you 
GOOD FRIDAY 
Ought to know better than to lead a crew 
To yell for a man's blood. God stop my breath, 
What does a man like you with blood and death? 
Go to. 
CHIEF CIT. 
You will not send? 
SENTRY. 
CHIEF CIT. (Going) 
You shall regret this. 
SENTRY. 
I will not send. 
29 
Right. Good-bye, my friend. 
.{ i() r1o /4-
W 9 
CHIEF CIT. Means will be found. [Exit. X })C. - _ ..Q..;£. A L. , 
SENTRY. L:\ t ·, (',.TD%- ) 
These priests, these preaching folk. (Pause. Sings.) __ ..:,R~·lD:la.l~-[)~c...:~~v.!..r;:;.l_;;,X_.:.t!...·-..,;(:r-;;;_o;;;;_ _ Cj'--
" Upon a summer morning, I bade my love good-bye, 
In the old green glen so far away, /f"e J ~ 
To go to be a soldier on biscuits made of rye." ~ 
It is darker than .it was. 
MADMAN. 
It is falling dark. 
SENTRY. 
@x4~Dc 
X DTZ It feels like earthquake weather. Listen. --------
MADMAN. 
Hark. 
SENTRY. ) X D c_ 
It sounded like a shock inside the walls. { CoNC EJ<N -----0/=r.:: i.. . SH:;-:..~ I 
MADMAN. 
God celebrates the madman's funerals. 
SENTRY. .. .. . ..... ,. -· ··-·-··------- '-·--·. 
The~~ came from the Temple. 
MADMAN. 
LooK oF.c- L . 
Yes, they sing 
{ii' cJ- ]) t<_ 
w /() 
ws 
X DL 
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Glory to God there, having killed their King. 
SENTRY. • 
You knew that man they are hanging? 
MADMAN. 
Yes. Did you? 
SENTRY. 
-~.!'Jot till I saw him scourged. Was he a Jew? 
_____ MA:OMAN. 
No. Wisdom comes from God, and he was wise. 
I have touched wisdom since they took my eyes. 
SENTRY. 
So you were blinded? Why? 
MADMAN. 
Thinking aloud, 
One Passover. 
SENTRY. 
How so? 
MADMAN. 
I told the crowd 
That only a bloody God would care for blood. 
The crowd kill kids and smear the lintel wood, 
To honor God, who lives in the pure stars. 
SENTRY. 
You must have suffered ; they are angry scars. 
MADMAN. 
There is no scar inside. 
~ SENTRY. 
--._____ That may be so; 
_,./!. R V FR. o ;VI 
G- 0 ' CRCJW i) CFF /(. 
-----still, it was mad ; men do not wish to know 
_____ .,_____ Th~o~)ut their customs, nor aught else. 
MADMAN. 
They have nailed the teacher Jesus by those yells. 
------~~~~----n-----
---------------------~~~~ ~--~----GOOD FRIDAY 31 
SENTRY. 
Jt is darker; There'll be earthquake before night.\ X D L - - JJ 1:?_. 
What sort of man was he? 
MADMAN. 
He knew the right 
And followed her, a stony road, to this. 
SENTRY. 
I find ~ufficient trouble in what is 
Without my seeking what is right or wrong. 
MADMAN. 
All have to seek her, and the search is long. 
SENTRY. 
Maybe. 
MADMAN. 
And hard. 
SENTRY. 
Maybe. (Pause. Sings.) _____ _ 
" I mean to be a captain before I do return, 
Though the winters they may freeze and the 
XuL-- :2c .. l)C. 
summers they may burn, 
I mean to be a captain and command a hundred men ~ ~ J . L) C ,.., /_ 
And tl\.e women who ... " (A bugle call off.) __ ,.~...;;...-~--=:--------... ..5":fl .. -E ..... 
There is recall. @ 
(The doors are opened and the SENTRY goes.) 
MADMAN. 
The wild-duck, stringing through the sky, 
Are south away. 
Their green necks glitter as they fly, · 
The lake is gray, 
So still, so lone, the fowler never heeds. 
The wind goes rustle, rustle, through the reeds. 
* * * * * * There they find peace to have their own wild souls. 
In that still lake, 
Only the moonrise or the wind controls 
VV /I 
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The way they take, 
Through the gray reeds, the ~ocking moorhen's lair, 
Rippling the pool, or over leagues of air. 
* * * * * * Not thus, not thus are the wild souls of men. 
No peace for those 
Who step beyond the blindness of the pen 
To where the skies unclose. 
For them the spitting mob, the cross, the crown 
of thorns, 
The bull gone mad, the saviour on his horns. 
* * * * * Beauty and Peace have made 
No peace, no still retreat, 
No solace, none. 
Only the unafraid 
Before life's roaring street 
Touch Beauty's feet, 
Know Truth, do as God bade, 
Become God's son. (Pause.) 
* 
Darkness, come down, cover a brave man's pain. 
Let the bright soul go back to God again. 
·----------Cover that tortured flesh, it only serves 
To hold that thing which other power nerves. 
Darkness, come down, let it be midnight here, 
In the dark night the untroubled soul sings clear. 
(It darrkens.) 
I have been scourged, blinded and crucified, 
1 I/ My blood burns on the stones of every street G-c> JJA f? C H- ~· / "2-- In every town ; wherever people meet 
__ .;.;.. _______ :.....::;.;... ___________ ,,.------I have been hounded down, in anguish died. 
vi 13 
(It darkens.) 
The creaking door of flesh rolls slowly back. 
Nerve by red nerve the links of living crack, 
Loosing the soul to tread another track. 
Beyond the pain, beyond the broken clay, 
A glimmering country lies 
Where life is being wise, 
GOOD , FRIDAY 33 
All of the beauty seen by truthful eyes 
Are lilies there, growing beside the way. 
Those golden ones will loose the torted hands, 
Smooth the scarred brow, gather the breaking soul, 
Whose earthlyi moments drop like falling sands 
To leave the spirit whole. 
Now darkness is upon the face of the earth. 
(He goes.) · 
(PILATE entering, as the darkness reddens to a fJlare) 
§-'+ ~~ uc-
R, s co a v u r::. i ··' .... 
FtSLL d W Ia P..f.::J) 
~~ ~ 
This monstrous day is in the pangs of birth. \(Q) f., fl 
There was a shock. I wish the troops were baclr-c ------~ C 'R , 
From Golgotha. The heavens are more black 
Than in the great shock in my first year's ruk 
Please God these zealot pilgrims will keep cool 1 6. Nor think this done by God for any cause. _______ '-_J_,._.J...:.I·_-r_- 7 1.!..~_(-;--
The lightning jags the heaven in bloody scraws 
Like chronicle~{_judgment. Now it br ks 
Now rain. (lV 
PROCULA. ( ( 
0 Pilate. 
PILATE. 
What?-------------------------
PROCULA. 
For all our sakes----------
Speak. Where is Jesus? 
PILATE. 
He is. crucified. 
- De 
c:;_r) i3 
PROCULA. G JJ__ 
...-------------- _.--;.1tR.L.,f2 Jl\2. ~'--Gv~ 
Crucified. U 
PILATE. 
Put to death. My wife, I tried 
To save him, but such men cannot be saved. 
Truth to himself till death was all he craved. 
He has his will. ../ G-o!:; 
----------. ~-----·-.. ~-----
r. i · r 
UIJ f .. "" I ' ~-"' f., t..~·~ 
C-ot.. - G-cTti - 4 
X DL -- D/Z 
X DL /-/II 
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PROCULA. 
So what they said is true. 
0 God, my God. But when I spoke to you· 
You said that you had warned him. 
PILATE. 
- ·----·------------- ---- ---·--------That is so. 
Another charge was brought some hours ago, 
That he was claiming to be that great King 
Foretold by pr.ophets, who shall free the Jews. 
This he persisted in. I could not choose 
But end a zealot claiming such a thing. 
PROCULA. 
He was no zealot. 
PILATE. 
Yes, on this one point. · 
Had he recanted, well. But he was firm. 
So he was cast. 
PROCULA. 
----------The gouts of gore anoint 
That temple to the service of the worm. 
It is a desecration of our power. 
A rude poor man who pitted his pure sense 
Against what holds the world its little hour, 
(V ~ ~ ~--Pc~'""'.._; ____ _ 
Blind force and fraud, priests' mummery and 
pretence, 
-- ------could you not see that this is what he did ? 
PILATE. 
'1. UL -- vR 
M~±ol-t_ --------Most Clearly, wife':'-XBut Roman laws forbid That I should weigh, like God, the worth of souls. I act for Rome, and Rome is better rid 
Of these rare spirits whom no law controls. 
He broke a statute, knowing from the first 
Whither his act would lead, he was not blind. 
PROCULA. 
No, friend, he followed hungry and athirst 
The lonely exaltation of his mind. 
----------;So Rome, our mother, profits by his death, 
You think so? 
----.------ ·-----
-- ---· ---
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PILATE. 
Ay. (eYe) 
PROCULA. 
We draw securer breath, 
We Romans, from his gasping on the cross? 
PILATE. 
Some few will be the calmer for his loss. 
Many, perhaps; he made a dangerous claim. 
Even had I spared it would have been the same 
A year, or two, from now. Forget him, friend. 
35 
PROCULA. 
I have no part nor parcel in his end..-·-··-
Rather than have it thought I buy my ease, 
My body's safety, honor, dignities, 
. .. ·-------~ .. ---·-@ ?(])C. 
Life and the rest at such a price of p~ 
There (she stabs her arm with her~) ts 
my blood, to wash away the stain. 
There. There once more. It fetched too dear 
a price. 
0 God, receive that soul in paradise. 
PILATE. 
What have you done? 
--------------· . ---· ----
PROCULA. 
--------~~~--~~~---------~ 
X DC 
9o. 
N6 matrer; tt atones. f---> DC. 
PI~~:E~lood will clamor from the city stones... -------------· To_i~ >--J~,wL 
Go in. No, let me bind it.,---==:::::=::::_-_--_-· _________ ~ tiT-
PRoCULA. ~J,-&tLJCVLL -_; '-- _jl.--v---DR._ 
Someone comes. -
A councillor, I think. Ask what he wants. 
(Enter JosEPH.) 
JOSEPH. 
Greetings, Lord Pilate .. ----
PILATE. 
And to you. ( f<4T Tt-E D) _;bw_~ x:,_ Lk 
~ 
. ; 
.-, -----------
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JosEPH. (To PROCULA.) 
(To PILATE.) I have a boon to ask. 
And you. 
PROCULA. 
What can we do ? 
JosEPH. 
Lord Pilate, may I speak? 
/t,-.. PILATE. (To PROCULA.) _'(~~ ... ~-\_4 __ ._G_C_-_-_c_._i< ___________ Go in. (She goes in. To JosEPH.) Go on. 
~~ JOSEPH. @ ~ The man called Christ, the follower of John, 
;:;: ·. i) v Was crucified today by your decree. (PILATE bows.) \._~c . .L.-.-- 1 i2.. - - - " C L He was my master, very dear to me. 
- ) I will not speak of that. I onlx crave J C.' 5 E PH 5 _ ·----o~Leave to prepare his body for the grave, 
A C Tl o f\J And then to bury him. May I have leave? 
A pc_ 
_/~ 
PILATE. 
- Yes, you may have him when the guards give leave/ 
Wait. xin a case like this, men may believe 
--------..,.T,.,h--:a~t-:the dead master is not really dead. 
This preaching man, this King, has been the head 
Of men who may be good and mean no harm, 
Whose tenets, none the less, have caused alarm 
·------- First to the priests, and through the priests to me. 
I wish this preachet's followers to see 
That teaching of this kind is to be curbed. ~0 I mean, established truths may be disturbed, 
But not the Jews, nor Rome. You understand? 
JoSEPH. 
I follow; yes. 
PILATE. 
A riot might be fanned, 
Such things have been, over the martyr's grave. 
JOSEPH. 
His broken corpse is all his followers crave. 
----fliLAT~/h Wh1 "Y well, then. 
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JoSEPH. 
Will you give your seal? Xc 
PILATE. 
My seal? What for? 
JOSEPH. 
That I may show the guard 
And have the body·. TA, BL E. 
PILATE. r-------~-n-_J ~~~ ~~·@ 
Gladly t but I feel • • • 
Not yet; not until dark. 
JOSEPH. 
It will be hard 
To bury him tonight . the feast begins. 
PILATE. 
I know, but still, when men are crucified .•• 
JOSEPH. 
There is no hope of that. The man has died. 
PILATE. 
Died? Dead already? 
JOSEPH. 
Yes. 
PILATE. 
'Tis passing soon. 
JOSEPH. 
God broke that bright soul's body as a boon. 
He died at the ninth hour. 
PILATE. 
Are you sure? 
JOSEPH. 
I saw him, Lord. 
PILATE. 
I thought he would endure 
Longer than that; he had a constant mind. 
J-7tc XDL 
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JosEPH. 
The great soul burns the body to a rind. 
PILATE. 
• I ·h X L' C. ._t...-..vl-t...eU!.__ 
L.ctJ_j' CR. 
But dead, already ; strang~.i ~sJrap~( C a/ling.) 
You in the court, 
Send me Longinus here with his report. 
A VOICE. 
I will, my lord. 
X DC... ---------±'!LATE. 
This teacher ·was your friend? 
t:;;:~ JOSEPH. 
f-/ ~·. ---------Was, is, and will be, till the great world end; ~~ Which God grant may be soon. 
. £X rn -----------,PILATE. 
X DR ---------""·· ···-·-"·--- ·----- ------- - ---I disagree 
With teachers of new truth. For men like me 
There is but one religion, which is Rome. 
No easy one to practise, far from home. 
---------You come from Ramah? 
JOSEPH. 
Yes. 
PILATE. 
What chance is there 
Of olives being good? 
JOSEPH. 
They should be fair. 
PILATE. 
You will not use Italian presses ? No? 
JOSEPH. 
Man likes his own, my lord, however slow; 
What the land made, we say, it ought to use. 
PILATE. 
Your presses waste ; oil is too good to lose. 
But I shall not persuade. 
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SERVANT. 
Longintts, loui. 
PILATE. 
Make your report, centurion. ,Where's Aour sword? 
What makes you come thus jangled? re you Ill? 
LoNG I NUS. 
There was a shock of earthquake up the hill. 
I have been shaken. I had meant to come 
Before; but I was whirled . . . was stricken dumb. 
I left my sword within. 
PILATE. 
Leave it. Attend. 
Is the man, Jesus, dead? This is his friend 
Who wants to bury him, he says he is. 
LONGINUS. JO 
Jesus is out of all his miseries . ._!} 
Yes, he is dead, my lord. 
PILATE. 
Already? 
LONGINUS. 
Yes. 
The men who suffer most endure the less. 
He died without our help. 
JOSEPH. 
Then may I have 
His body, Lord, to lay it in the grave? 
PILATE. 
A sentry's there? 
LONGINUS. 
,Yes, Lord. 
PILATE. 
/ ~~ a seFoll? 
(Takes paper.) Ri~ e WMC. (:Hhttes.) 
Give into his control 
The body of the teacher; see it laid 
® <§ ~) 
---·-x~~ 
1' !'1t L I TA R 'y F I R. il-1 
, C.. ) 
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Inside the tomb and see the doorway made 
Secure with stones and sealed, then bring me word. 
This privilege of burial is conferred 
On the conditions I have named to you. 
See you observe them strictly. 
JOSEPH. 
I will do 
All that himself would ask to show my sense 
~ X A R. . _ Of this last kindness. I shall go from hence 
----- Soon, perhaps far; I give you thanks, my lord. 
Now the last joy the niggard fates afford; 
One little service more, and then an end 
Of that divineness touched at through our friend. 
[Exit. 
~ (;; _-L r-;_0~ . PILATE. /~ ~ ---------.;:,ee that the tomb is sealed by dark tonight. 
I X +- fL/. Where were you hurt, Longinus? You are white. ~}f;_=~f_-·--·----~-= .. ~~~~~~-~p~ne_d_a_t the cross? 
c--t 1>1- --l~J 
LONGINUS. d@ 
We nailed him there 
Aloft, between the thieves, in the bright air. 
The rabble and the readers mocked with oaths, 
The hangman's squad ·were dicing for his clothes. 
The two thieves jeered at him. Then it grew dark, 
Till the noon sun was dwindled to a spark, 
And one by one the mocking mouths fell still. 
We were alone on the accursed hill 
And we were still, not even the dice clicked; 
Only the heavy blood-gouts dropped and ticked 
On to the stone ; the hill is all bald stone, 
And now and then the hangers gave a groan. 
Up in the dark, three shapes with arms outspread. 
The blood-drops spat to show how slow they bled. 
X L ~ They rose up black against the ghastly sky, A.v-~ -----__,--------tiod, Lord, it is a slow way to make die 
A man, a strong man, who can beget men. 
TJw.l there would come anGt,her groan, and then 
One of those thieves (tough cameleers those two) 
Would curse the teacher from lips bitten through 
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And the other bid him let the teacher be. 
I have stood much, but this thing daunted me, 
The dark, the livid light, and long, long groans, 
One on another, coming from their bones. 
And it got darker and a glare began 
Like the sky burning up above the man. 
41 
The hangman's squad stood easy on their spears 
And the air moaned, and women were in tears, 
While still between his groans the robber cursed. 
The sky was grim : it seemed about to burst. 
Hours had passed: they ~eemed like awful days. 
Then ... what was that?----------
PILATE. 
What? Where? 
LONGINUS. Akindo~ 
Fire descending.----------
PILATE. 
No. 
LoNGINus. 
I saw it. 
PILATE. 
Yes?~-------
What was it that you saw? 
. 
LONGINUS. 
A fiery tress 
Making red letters all across the heaven. 
Lord Pilate, pray .to God we be forgiven. 
PILATE. 
"The sky was grim," you said, there at the cross. 
What happened next? 
LONGINUS. -~·--------·--------
The towers bent like moss. 
Under the fiery figures from the sky. 
Horses were in the air, there came a cry. 
Jesus was calling God: it struck us dumb. 
( 
WHtr':. 
/kC'REfit:;ED AA.!tMAnotv 
X De 
-~-~~~~ ----
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One said, "He is calling God. Wait. Will God 
come? 
Wait." And we listened in the glare. _Q_gr., 
He was God's son, that man, that minister, 
For as he called, fire tore the sky in two, 
The sick earth shook and tossed the cross askew, 
The earthquake ran like thunder, the earth's bones 
Broke, the graves opened, there were falling stones. 
PILATE. 
I felt the shock even here. So? 
~ 7 LONGINUS. 
---~·~------~-~~~-. ----·-·-····· 0~;;-;;;;;~-;~d dr~~;ed, I-~;~tl::~se ~~~l\--x D L --------__,L.,ord, in the earthquake God had come for'ritm?' 
The thought of 't shakes me sick, my ~yes are dim. 
PILATE. 
Tell Scirrus to relieve you. ( FIR.fl/} ) 
LONGINUS. 
Lord. . . . ( ']3 V -f- ) 
PILATE. 
Dismiss. 
Lie down and try to sleep; forget all this. {. 
Tell Scirrus I command it. Rest tonight. FIR 1'1) 
Go in, Longinus, go. 
fc: ;;, ..(.._ LONGINUS. ~ r0L'-:L L C ------------- ----1'hank you, Lord Pilate. 
@ 
\t9.; X- G C [Exit LONGINUS .. 
,J:i?.o/'1 K ;=.A f.Z 
G-o 7 i<rc ot Di. ·~ 
; - ~ 
!- ! ____ , l 
PILATE. (A_lone) 
No man can stand an earthquake. Men can bear 
Tumults of water and of fire and air, 
But not of earth, man's grave and standing ground; 
When that begins to heave the will goes round. 
Longinus, too. (Noise below.) Listen. 
-~ ··· -·· ···--· ·· · · -· -------- ~ · Does Herod come? 
I heard his fifes. 
(The doors open. SERVANTS enter.) 
..... •' 
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SERVANT. 
;Lord J1erod ~~t hand; 
Will it please y~r Lo~ship rate? 
PILATE. ~- .. ~.. " rs£·) Sprinkle fres ~ . 0 ~ . 
For blood. was shed today, here, under foot. ~s . ;, r I 
(He robes.) · ~ ~~...4-c:~' 
Well, that; the other clasp. (Music off.) U 
' A VoicE. 
Cohort. Salute. 
PILATE. 
LeR; ~ftt the d:oet. Dismiss. [SERVANTS go. 
He comes--------
Welcomed by everyone ; the city hums 
With joy when Herod passes. Ah, not thus 
Do I go through the town. They welcome us 
With looks of hate, with mutterings, curses, stones. ~ 
---------( E-nt_e_r_P_R_o-cu_L_A_. )---------~\!2-.V~l?::,;:O~t;·~ ~~ 
Come, stand· with me. Welcome Lord Herod here. 
Welcome must make amends for barrack cheer. 
( HE NuBIANS hold torches at the door. HEROD enters. 
. Po PRo\ /rf£ ' 1 
91: 
Come m, good welcome, Her~ ~
PROCULA. -------~ . r:/._'\, -fL . (] 
Welcome, sir. --- <z:!.!!.j~. co~tv~_ CJ-.V::L\CQ 
HEROD. 
To Rome, to Pilate, and to Beauty, greeting j 
Give me your hands. What joy is in thts meeting. 
Pilate, again. You, you have hurt your hand?~ 
PILATE. 
It is nothing, sir. To 
foMP. IV HAiv'D 
Q-~vtCE) 
HEROD. ( 
Beauty has touched this land, f"\ 
A wound has followed. J 
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PROCULA. 
What you please to call 
Beauty, my lord, did nothing of the kind. 
An earthen vessel tilted with a wall. 
liEROb. I 
---_-_-__ -1\1ay_jt soon_!D~~Now let me speak my mind. 
Pilate, since you have ruled here, there have been 
Moments of . . . discord, shall we say? between 
Your government and mine. I am afraid 
That I, the native here, have seldom made 
Efforts for friendship with you. 
PILATE. 
Come. 
lJEROD. 
I should 
IIave done more than I have, done all I could, 
Healed the raw wound between the land and Rome, 
IIelped you to make this hellish town a home, 
Not left it, as I fear it has been, hell 
To you and yours cooped in a citadel 
Above rebellion brewing. For the past 
I offer deep regret, grief that will last, 
----------And shame; your generous mind leaves me ashamed. 
PILATE. 
Really, my lord. 
PROCULA. 
These things must not be named. 
PILATE. 
It is generous of you to speak like this, 
But, IIerod, hark. 
PROCULA. 
If things have been amiss, 
The fault was ours. 
lJEROD. 
No, the fault was mine. 
Your generous act this morning was a sign 
Of scrupulous justice done to me by you 
i ! __ _ 
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For all these years, unnoticed hitherto, 
Unrecognized, unthanked. I thank you now.· 
Give me your hand . . . so . . . thus. 
PILATE. 
45 
Herod, I bow 
To what you say. To think that I have done 
Something (I know not what) that has begun 
A kindlier bond between us, touches home. 
I have long grieved lest I have injured Rome 
By failing towards yourself, where other men 
Might have been wiser. . . . That is over, then? 
Our differences henceforth may be discussed 
In friendly talk together; 
HEROD. 
So I trust. 
PILATE.~-----------------------------­
Give me your hand; I have long hoped for this. 
I need your help, and you, perhaps, need mine. 
The tribes are restless on the border-line, 
The whole land seethes: the news from Rome is bad. 
But this atones. 
PROCULA. 
0, fully. 
HEROD. 
I am glad. 
PILATE. 
Let us go in. 
HEROD. 
You lead~. ---
PRocuLA. 
A moment, one. 
You named a generous act that he had done 
HEROD. 
This morning, yes ; you sent that man to me 
Because his crime was laid in Galilee. 
A little thing, but still it touched me close; 
? 
'· 
€ 
~ 
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It made me think how our disputes arose 
When thieves out of your province bro~t to me 
Were punished with a fine, perhaps se free 
Not sent to you to judge, as you sent ht . 
In future you will find me more a friend. 
Or so I hope. 
PILATE. Thanks. May the gods so send 
That this may lead to happier days for us. 
VOICES OF THE CROWD. (Who are now flocking in, 
among them THE MADMAN) 
I Herod the good, Herod the glorious. 
2. Long life to Herod. 
------~~ILATE. Come, the crowd begin. . 
j{~~ 
G-o I ZR(i) DovrJ 1 GuT , ·----
CcviVT' /0 
VoicEs . 
.J Herod for ever. 
PILATE. Let us go within. . . . 
HEROD. 
Yes. By the by, what happened to the man? 
I sent him back to you ; a rumor ran 
That he was crucified. 
PILATE. 
He was. 
HEROD. The priests 
Rage upon points of doctrine at the feasts. 
VoicEs. z God bless you, Herod; give you length of days, 
Herod. 
HEROD. (To the CROWD) 
Go home. To God alone give praise. 
This is Deliverance Night; go home, for soon 
Over the dusty hill will come the moon, 
And you must feast, with prayer to the Adored. 
(To PILATE.) He well deserved his death. 
-----~·-- -----
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VOICES. 
God bless you, Lord.-----C§-2~c~·''-"-'.:r· · )1 J~~-~~ 
~~ w 19 PILATE. uc.. I'll lead the way. . . .j ~ 3VoiCES. Herod. 
HEROD. (To PROCULA) 
• 
Lady, your hand . 
PROCULA. 
There is a just man's blood upon the sand. 
Mind how you tread. 
(They go in. The bronze doors are closed. The 
CROWD remains for an instant watching the doors.) 
2.. A VOICE. 
Herod the Fox makes friends with Pilate. Why? 
3 A VoicE. 
He needs a Roman loan~-----------
i A VoiCE. 
Look at the sky, 
The Paschal moon has. risen. 
2- A VoiCE. 
God is ,great. 
Why did I linger here? I shall be late. (Going.) 
3 A VoiCE. 
Good night and blessing. 
J A VoiCE. (Going) 
Pilate's color changed 
When we cheered Herod. 
2-A VoiCE. 
They have been estranged 
A long while now; but now they will he friends. 
(Going.) f3L .6_) (j) Dowrv Tt:, ~ G-.6 
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-----3 A VoicE. 
What joy it is when Preparation ends. 
Now to our Feast. Do you go down the stair? 
i A VoicE. 
Yes, past the pools; will you come with me there? 
3A VoicE. 
I love to walk by moonlight; let us go. (They go.) 
:2A VoicE. (Singing) 
Friends, out of Egypt, long ago, • 
Our wandering fathers came, 
Treading the paths that God did show 
By pointing cloud and flame. 
By land and sea His darkness and His light 
Let us into His peace. (His voice dies away.) 
A VoiCE. (Oft) 
Good night. 
(Only THE MADMAN remains. He takes lilies from a 
box and begins to tie them in bunches.) 
MADMAN. 
·~-~-~~- Only a penny, a penny, 
Lilies brighter than any, 
Lilies whiter than snow. ( H eJeels that he is alone.) 
Beautiful lilies grow 
Wherever the truth so sweet 
Has trodden with bloody feet, 
Has stood with a bloody brow. 
Friend, it is over now, 
The passion, the sweat, the pains, 
Only the truth remains. (He lays lilies down.) 
* * * * * * 
I cannot see what others see ; 
Wisdom alone is kind to me, 
Wisdom that comes from Agony. 
* * * * * * Wisdom that lives in the pure skies, 
The untouched star, the spirit's eyes; 
0 Beauty; touch me, make me wise. 
CURTAIN 
~--~ '"-- ~ .~- > ~~­
---'~-' ·"·~-~- -~-~- ~ 
Assuming that I ~>rere to do this play again, in a churci.J., under 
much the same circumstances: 
I would change: 
Setting: I would not attempt this in a chancel again unless 
it were the equivalent of a stage. I don't believe 
that I should have attempted to make the sanctuary 
and the chancel into a theatre and stage. The play 
is entirely too literal to be done in a stylized or 
symbolic setting and therefore require~ to play ef-
fectively, a stage and a realistic set. If it were 
necessary to ~se the chancel, I would leave it in-
tact and use sb,ple screens and drapes for o'iin;;-;s. 
Blocking: The blocking 1~~s too mechanical and contrivad •.• 
the area too confined to get the diagonal lines 
and expansive movement necessary to the conflict 
in the plot. I would try to arrange the crowd in 
order that the audience could see faces. 
Lighting: On second thought, I would tone dmv-n the amber 
hue I worked for and level out the ffiajority of 
the scenes to simple daylight without trying for 
unusual mood effects. 
Actors: I used too much of an intellectual approach in con-
sidering the play, action, and im~ges. I ~ould 
spend more time on the stage moving through the 
play and discussing meanings as they came to li ght 
in production. 
I would definitely change the procedure by which 
cast selection is made. Iwould begin selection 
sufficiently early to allow extensive readings and 
careful selection. I would houe to chang-e the at-
titude of the player from, "O.K., I'll d~ you a 
favor." to 11 I certainly appreciate the ch?.nce to 
try out for this." 
Director: I would spend far more time in preparation of the 
script: blocking, timing, pace, light plot and al-
low the technical factors to slide if necessary. 
I would accentuate acting and plot values to a 
much greater degree. 
I would add: 
io 
Preparation: 
Education: 
I would attempt to spend at least six months 
in the parish working in the church with po-
tential cast in such dramatic d1sciplines as: 
1) choral speech 2)pantomime 3) speech choir 
4) role playing 5) play reading, public and in 
a study group. This period would be spent in 
training actors for formal production as well. 
These activities would also bring to licht the 
hidden acting talent. 
I would have the scripts av::tilable to th.e con-
greation three months before production and in-
vite reading and comment. 
Iwould begin three months in advance to write 
articles and give talks on the nature and goals 
of relisious drama. I would give demonstrations 
and worksho~s on its use in religious educat-
ion. I would encourage the people to see plays 
which could be considered religious drama. 
Rehearsal: Iwould insist on a rehearsal period of at least 
six hours) week for not less than two full 
months. I would work on the set or stage for 
at least one month before production. I would 
spend at least one rehearsal on stage technique 
and effective movement. 
Speech: I would spend as much time as necessary to dev-
elop effective stage speech and in the case of 
verse drama, a full sense of the poetic, on 
page and stage. 
Acting: I would spend more time in rehearsal and coach-
ing on: speech, beat s and rhythm, scene pace, 
cues, and voice inflection; dance technique; 
dynamics of emotion; organic development of 
character; clarity of intent, purpose, action 
in a role; the actor's tools and tricks 
CONCLUSIONS: I vrould not attempt a verse drama again vdth an 
inexperienced group. I would select a more sym-
bolic and stylized play which would allow greater 
latitude in the style and means of production. 
Permitting the use of basic, suggestive elements 
of setting, costume etc., it would leave more time 
and energy for work on plot and acting values. 
In any case, I will examine a prospective play 
more carefully for its dramatic and theatrical 
quality, fbr its action as well as idea. 
99. 
The Process of Play Production in the Local Church: 
Anyone who has had a g;limpse behind the scenes at the -oro.:[ess-
ional' university or t off broadrray 11 theatre wlill not argue that 
the process of producing a play in the church is different from 
and in some respects, unique as compared to the other two worlds. 
It seems to be a matter of ends and means. In the profes5ional 
theatre the "play's the thing 11 and the recievers take the hind-
most. The play is also important in the church but not most im-
portant. It is important because it involves people who will 
benefit from a successful artistic achievement. But the accent 
is upon their benefit. In the church, the ends are those invol-
ved and the production, the means or the process, serves them, 
even as they serve the finished product. In the professional 
theatre, for the most part, the actor's are the means to the 
producer's end, a financially successful production. ~his is 
somewhat true at Boston Universillty where the demands of a pro-
fessional director and the image of a talent-loaded, up and com-
e 
ing tqatre school dictate the selection of cast and the means 
of production. All of this is sometimes or usually to the ben-
efit of the few actors and technicians envolved but it leaves 
~ large number of willing persons who have not really tried 
their talent, out in the cold. In the 9tluxch, the process is 
such, that persons are primary and the artistic success of the 
play, though important, secondE~ry. This is not to do~mgrage the 
importance of a finished play but to allow the less than best 
actors and technicians to participate in an activity w~ich mizht 
open up new avenues of growth and development. 
/0(}. 
In addition, the dramatic work done in the parish should par-
ticipate not only in artistic values but in Christian values, 
although they are not mutually exclusive. livhat is d.one should 
be dona in a spirit of Christian Truth and Love. Now it is 
true that Broadway would fold overnight if this were attempted 
a 
there as a 1-rorking procedure but the church drar;;a doGs not lAve 
the same goals or economic pressures to meet. Tc; c2.n be more 
v 
concerned with the rmman relationships involed in the process. 
I~ 
I do not mean that the production of a play is to become group 
therapy but it must leave all concerned with a sense of hc=tving 
done sornething worthwhile and without alot of people being run 
over in the process. The little people who are not so able but 
want a cha.nce to shov-r ,,rh9.t they Cc:n do, must not be ignored. 
There -vrere several instances in this production vrhere I ~ras 
faced with a decision: to keep a man with obvious sneech and 
physical defects who was willing and eager to take nart or to 
look elsewhere for so~eone ~ore suitable. he stayed and I 
don't regret the decision. His spirit proved to be a ~reat 
asset to the group. It is this accent upon the relatio~ship 
of each member of the cast to the director and fellow pl~yers 
which realizes the incarnation of Truth and Love in process. 
Unususl Factors in Play Production in the Local.CJ:.:_££Ch: 
c f-t-4. h 1) The Director is~de2ling with complete strangers and has no 
foreknowledge of their abilities. 
2) There is very little choice of cast or production data: 
chv.rch and co:·:J3V.nity 2ctivities e,re so ::nultiLrious that 
most mecbers are very busy. ihe church calendar determin3s 
the production date to e. lar~e ·2~:ts~t. 
/6/, 
3) rhe people of the narish are accusto~ed to being asked to 
donate their time a~d feel t~at it is a voluntary commit-
ment which should not interfere \'l"i th more im-port2"nt activ-
ities. 
4) 2very church ~s a cons erv::: t i ve group \vho feel th2"t using 
the sanctuary for a play is an insult to Jehovah. There is 
usually some strong opposition to any unusual use of church 
property or equipment. 
5) The choice of play is delimited by a certain, subtle, cen-
sorship of language and idea. Although Jesus dined with 
the wine bicbers, they are not welcome in the church or its 
plays. 
6) The church is not designed for drama nor does it have the 
specialized equipment of the theatre as a general rule. 
There is seldom an adequate stege area or lishting equip-
ment. 
7) Most church property is permanent and sacred. 
must be exercised in attaching to or altering 
way. \'lays must be found to work arou..."Yld it or 
out alteration. 
Great care 
it in any 
use it 1.rith-
8) There are certain, key leaders of the congreeation who must 
be won over to the idea of religious drama before the con-
gregation as a whole will acdept it. General cooneration 
is dependent upon their cooperation. 
9) A dramatic production will attract persons 
erally uninterested in church activities. 
these people in the process in a vital way. 
othenvise gen-
±t \fill invole 
10) When people do offer their help they will give you their 
best. Others turn up just when you need them and v;ithout 
invitation. Some take initiative; others h:::.ve to be lead 
every step; still others anticipate your dreass and needs. 
ll) There is a real need to educate the congregation to the 
nature of the entire project. Until they understand the 
specific purpose and value of the project they will hide. 
12) Since all elements involved are un-professional and un-
disciplined in the the~tre sense, there are a host of un-
for seen and unpredictable factors in production. The 
human element of te~rrperment is a constant factor ••• to be 
dealt with in the Christian way. 
/O.J. . 
The Goals and Values_Q._f QJ.~urc};_l Dr2ma: 
Goe.ls: l) to realize the greatest possible human benefit 
from the play and its production 
2) to present a play of artistic excellence in a 
dramatically excellent manner 
3) to present man in all the dimensions oi n1s exis-
tential predicament and suggest the direction of 
his greatest self-fulfillment 
v 
4) to invoi.e the congregation in a process v1hich will 
be growth producing in the Christian sense, for the 
individual and the group 
5) to incarnate and personify the spirit of Love, 
Truth and Beauty in the play and ontho stage 
6) to provide a channel for artistic expression and 
development: physical, emotional, ~ental 
7) to provide the effective means of life education, 
the group process, human relations 
Values: 1) it provides an opportQDity for existential involve-
ment in the critical issues of life and gives the 
actor a chance to practice for·meetin? them. 
2) it /"illits a church together as a cooperat.ive team 
3) it involves members at the point of their interest 
and skill 
4) it can make religious themry real in the practice 
of faith on the stage and in the processof produc~­
ion. 
5) people get to know each other as they share a co~­
mon interest, project 
6) it can communicate religious faith in the most 
effective way to audieLce and cast 
7) it allo1·Js the use of all the media of col:J.mu:aics_tion 
in an imEediate exnerionce of idea and ideal 
8) it can give the actor and snectator nersonal in-
sight into his own char2cter 
9) it is a process indigenous to the church and there-
fore has increased meaning, relevance 
/03. 
In Praise of the People: 
Although my comments have bee:n\frankly critical, I cannot leave 
I 
this work without trying, however feebly, to express my over-
flowing gratitude to the people who helped Give this dream 
flesh and form. I reme::iber them with a warm heart and will 
always do so. I came to them a stranger and they took me in 
and ~ave me all they had. With great he~itation and some fear 
they undertook difficult roles with trust in me. fhat trust 
and confidence kept me going over many a dark night. They 
came forward -vri th helpin:S h&nds 1..;hen I called. They came 
forlfard unasked. They did the necessary lvithout bein~; ssked. 
They worked quietly behind the scenes to smooth out the rough 
places in my road, un1cnown to me then. ~hey gave me hope 1-rhen 
they had little to spare. I'm grateful. 
I can't mention them all but I must mention some. I remember 
Millie and Byron Churchill: the tireless and willing ferrying 
of the director from Belmont to Boston; the steak sandwiches 
and kindly advice at the right moments; the inspired perform-
ances and the salty good humor. I'm grateful. I remember 
Hubert Canning and his two grandsons who rode the tailgate of 
a laden truck to and from the University Theatre; his quick 
and efficient work in restoring the church to normal. I re-
member Paul Winters and his willingness to supnly and cut pipe 
for us. ~,Ir. and .Mrs. Fundlil.kian and their c ontri but ions in the 
photography and costume departments. The Seamonds and their 
d 
tireless effort. 'i'Tayne Donalt't>on's good Hord •.. I'm grateful. 
/04. 
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WHY RELIGIOUS DRAMA? 
By WILLIAM HODSDON 
Some of you may be asking, "What is religious 
drama?" and "Why is Belmont Methodist pro-
ducing a play on Palm Sunday?" As. the director 
of that production and a Christian minister who 
believes that drama has great riches to offer the 
Church in building God's Kingdom, let me 
attempt an answer. 
Religious drama is a play of artistic excellence 
which, on page and stage deals honestly and in 
depth with the ultimate questions of life and 
death. Christian drama, our present concern, 
describes man, at his best and worst, against a 
back.ground of our historical Christian faith. 
Drama originated in religious ceremony and was 
a vital part of the church until the Reformation 
when it was adjudged secular and rejected. How-
ever; our Lord's Supper or Eucharist is actually a' 
re-mactme11J of the event from which it takes its 
name. 
This congregation is performing John Mase-
field's Good Friday because it can be, if well 
done, a worthy thank offering to God. And what 
better time than at that season when we mark 
the Love of God in the Christ, Jesus? In addition 
to an expression of worship it will be: a creative 
use of artistic talents; an experience bringing alive 
the central fact of Christianity for actor and 
audience; Christian truth with form and dimension 
and a cooperative enterprise strengthening the 
bonds of our church family. 
Are you with us? Why not step forward and 
say so. We need you whatever your interest and 
say so? We need you whatever your interest and 
skill. 
of the 
Belmont Methodist Church 
421 Common Street 
Belmont, Mass. 
A CALL 
FOR ACTORS AND ACTRESSES! 
For: John Masefield's Easter Drama Good Friday. 
When: To be given on Palm Sunday evening, 
April 15. 
W' here: The sanctuary of Belmont Methodist 
Church. 
By: The men and women of the congregation. 
Director: Bill Hodsdon, graduate of Boston Uni-
versity School of Theology, candidate for Master 
of Fine Arts in Religious Drama, B. U. 
Mr. Hodsdon has been delegated by Dr. Wayne, 
our District Superintendent, to assist the 
Methodist Congregations in the effective use of 
religious drama in the local church program. 
His work is part of a wider ministry in religion 
and the arts, and in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for his Masters Degree. 
Wanted: Twelve men and six women for acting 
roles; carpenters, electricians, costume designers, 
stage technicians, ushers, and a stage manager 
to build the production. 
If you are prepared to contribute your skills in 
any of the above areas and make the firm com-
mitment of time necessary to any effort offered 
as praise of God, please leave your name with 
the church secretary or any one of the ministers. 
LOCAL CAST PERFORMS 
IN MASEFIELD DRAMA 
Under the direction of the Rev. William 
Hodsdon of Boston University, a local cast of 
Belmont Methodists will perform in John Mase-
field's religious drama "GOOD FRIDAY," on 
Sunday evening, April 15th, at 7:30 o'clock in 
the church sanctuary. 
The cast of leading characters follaws: 
Pilate ........................ Wayne Donaldson 
Procula ........................ Mildred Churchill 
Lou genus .......................... Allan Coombs 
Chief Citizen ...... .. ............ Don Seamonds 
Madman ........................ Byron Churchill 
Sentry .......................... William Holaday 
Joseph ............................ Joseph Holaday 
Herod .............................. Ray Nordlund 
Soldier .. .. ...................... Donald Bartlett 
To page two 
MASEFIELD DRAMA (Continued) 
In this play the Madman says 
"I told the crowd 
That only a bloody God would care for 
blood. 
The crowd kills kids and smears the lintel 
wood, 
To honor God, who lives in the pure stars." 
John Masefield speaks through the Madman, a 
character who does not appear in the Biblical 
account of Good Friday but is the playwright's 
spokesman in our Lenten Drama, "GOOD FRI-
DAY." 
The theme is universal and timeless: the eternal 
conflict between the laws of God and the laws 
of man and the dramatic contrast of character in 
those who follow the Master and those who drift 
with the popular current. 
The Madman, more sane than most, describes 
man's true greatness as seen best in Jesus : 
"Beauty and Peace have made 
No peace, no still retreat, 
Only the unafraid 
Before life's roaring street 
Touch Beauty's feet, 
Know Truth, do as God bade, 
Become God's son." 
JO'f. 
March·27, 1962 1/Q. .. 
WANTED ••••••••••• \'I ANTED ••••••••••• WANTED 
FOR: the perpetration of the Palm Sunday Play: Good Friday. 
BY: the director: Bill Hodsdon AL 4-3499 
WHEN: as soon as possible 
PEOPLE: 
1) Lighting Director: 
" 
to set up, control and knock down the lighting 
for the play. The eguipment will be provided, 
but I need someone to direct a crew of three 
before and during the performance. 
2) Stage l'J.anager: to oversee the technical aspects of the production 
during the dress rehearsal and the production Sun-
day night. 
3) Sound Director: to control all the offstage sound effects during 
dress rehearsal and the production. 
NOTE: The salaries for the above positions, if you can collect them, 
are deductable for tax purposes. 
THINGS AND PROPS: 
parchament for scrolls 
a quill pen 
a small ink pot 
2 !oman spears 
4 Roman shert swords 
1 dagger with disappearing blade 
1 First Century water urn 
1 " " " basin 
1 piece of slab wood 5 1by l'by t" 
sealing wax ~ 
1 rough wood picnic table 
2 " " " benches 
red velvet rope. 
heavy jewelry (rings, bracelets, necklaces) 
... 
I , I • 
Graduate Thesis Production: GOOD FRIDAY by John Masetield ~ 
Degree 1 Master of J'ine Arta in Bal1g1ous Drama. 
Directed by: W1111am Merrill Hodsdon 
Production: Belmont Methodist Church, Belmont, Mass., 4/15/62, 8 PoMQ 
THE DRAMA.TIO IJ)EAI 11 Good lrid&7" is a play which recreates: the 
events of the last da{ of Jesus 3 lite, the persons 
involved in His aruoitixion, and the poet s comment on the destreot-
ion (seeming destruction) ot !rUth and Beauty as embodied in Jesus, 
by men of short vision and momentar,r, material power. 
The play presents in violent opposition men. political and religious · 
leaders and common citizens living b7 exptedienoy, fear and immediate 
truth to preserve their power and comfort and men like Jesus who live 
by principle with oourage to preserve Ultimate Truth and their souls, 
at risk or pain and death. It shows us the timeless struggle of en-
trenched truth with emerging, Ultimate Truth. Truth, seemingly 
crushed to earth, rises again in courageous men. 
The Madman speaks: Beauty and Peace have made 
THE tHEATRICAL KEY: 
Wo peace, no still retreat, 
No solace, lione. 
Ol1ly the unafraid 
Before life's roaring street 
Touch Beau't7' a teet·. 
Know Truth' do as God bade, 
Become God a son. 
Ma1n ~otiona to witness to or preserve "truth" 
Pilate: "The laws are clear. I must applJ them •• " to entoroe law 
Procula: • •• have naught to do with that wlse mano" to prevent 
Pilate trom killing Jesus 
Longinusa "sentence shall be done" to obey orders and enforce law 
Chief Oi tizen: "Deluders are be a~ checked t-1hen they begino u to have 
Jesus crucified for blasphemy 
Madman: "(to) beg for a prisoner's treedom" to free Jesus 
Joseph: "I only crave leave •• to· bury him" to bury Jesus 
Herod: "He needs a Roman loan." to get a Roman loan 
Director: to realize the dramatic and religious values of tne play, 
in scriptL process and performance 
THE THEATRICAL BEAL~ZATIOB: 
ACTORS: f~nd tor yourself the play's action, your action and do not 
speak verse 
SitTING: to suggest immediately the religious env1romant and timeless 
meaning of the event •• subtly, first century Palestine, realism 
COSTUME: first century Palestinian and Roman as completely as poss-
ibleo.retleoting individual nationality and character of 
persons in conflict 
LIGHTS: primary: good, general illumination 
secondary: emotional, atmospheric etfeot 
MUSIC: Prelude: to set the mood of impending conflict and death 
During Play: to set mood, aspects of individual character 
Postlude: to sst a mood of expectancy 
NOTES: 
